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C. P artridge

and

C. B kxning :

Respected Friends— As a slight token of my remembrance
of the kindness and hospitality extended to me, as the repre
sentative of a Spiritual order of people, by the friends of
Spiritualism in N ew York, on the occasion,of my recent visit,
I send you a communication just given by a friend in the other
world, who was one of those who accompanied me as a
guardian ministering spirit. T om e it is a confirmation of the
truth of the impressions which I felt while attending the
circles at which I was so kindly permitted to be present.
You are engaged in a very great, important, and weighty
matter ; it being nothing less than the breaking up of all those
influential religious institutions that have for ages controlled
and wielded the destinies of mankind by external “ might and
power. ’ always eschewing and persecuting every “ manifesta
tion ol the spirit” of goodness, love, and truth, intuitively
knowing that these would suppress and overthrow all such
mere man-made organizations (civil and ecclesiastical) as em
body the principles of pride, war, seltishness, and oppression,
II they themselves were not suppressed and overthrown.
W e are in “ the time of the end.” Every thing denotes it;
the Scriptures confirm i t ; the “ seventh seal” is broken ; the
•• seventh trumpet has begun to sound,” and the “ mystery of
godliness is finished.” Henceforth that which has hitherto
been so great a mystery to men, that the more they did not
understand the firmer was their faith, and the firmer their
faith the less they understood why they believed or what for,
and to what practical end, will be so plain that the “ wayfar
ing man,” the « seeker after righteousness,” though he should
be accounted a fool in the eyes of the wickedly wise, need not
and will not err therein.
I commend to your attention, and to that of the Spirits at
some of your circles, the fourteenth chapter of the book of
“ Revelation,” as descriptive of the second appearing of Christ
to those who look for him and are prepared to receive him in
his true character, by themselves forming a similar character,
being « as he is in this world,” and thus standing with him on
the mountain of holiness, called “ Mount Zion.”
If Jesus was so very good a man, and if men really love
him because he was so good, why should they not love a com
pany, or any number of companies, who should in all respects
be just like him ? Why do they always persecute any one
just in proportion as he approximates to that pattern or stand
ard ?
Jesus saw and conversed with Spirits daily ; they did his
bidding. He owned no private property in the earth. The
foxes had holes, and the birds nests, but he had neither; nor
did he own (as property) his fellow-man. He neither com
mitted murder, nor hired others to do it, dignifying it by the
name of war. He did not follow the example of the first
Adam and Eve in the animal earthly process of reproduction,
but set a new example, which no one could follow without for
saking all those earthly selfish affinities and ties that were
and are the very glory of the generative man.
There are now the two extremes upon earth, and men have
begun, by means of Spiritualism, to progress from one toward
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which they look for a maleried resurrection, and an endless
material existence, far away from their own material heaven,
From the East, West, North, and South, and even from the
if (hose who believe all these things, and many more equally opposite side of the great water, encouraging reports of the
material and absurd, are no Materialists, then I confess that 1 progress of the Spiritual unfolding are pouring in upon us.
utterly despair of ever finding any such character.
Mighty have been the strides with which this new form of
In the God-originated cause of modern Spiritualism, I re supernal influences has marched forward from the obscurity
main your sincere friend,
y. w. k v a x s .
of its infant days, toward the goal of universal recognition,
credence, and dominion ! Five years ago the child newly
THE COMMUXICATIOX.
born
lay wrapped (rapped) in its swaddling clothes in an ob
From E. * ‘ ♦ * C. * ♦ * * to F. W. E.
The deep fountains are beginning to break up. The intel scure family, in an obscure village in Western New York.
lectual stores are opened. Knowledge and understanding of But in the exuberance of its native healthfulness, and draw
natural things, and of the arts and sciences, run like a mighty ing from an inexhaustible fount of heavenly nourishment, it
river whose banks are overflowing ; and its current, swift and speedily attained to the stature and strength of a giant, and
powerful, is penetrating and working its way into all ranks marching forth into a world of hostile powers, calmly trode
them under its feet, and everywhere prospered and triumphed.
and circles.
Light will dispel darkness, and drive bigotry, superstition, Bigotry and sensualism joined their forces to stay its progress,
and idolatry into the shade of oblivion. As the natural pre and put it to an ignominious death. Time and again have
figures the spiritual, and is anterior thereto, it will prepare the their batteries, with guns loaded to the muzzle, been dis
mind for an influx of spiritual light, and stir the deep feelings charged with loud report and with supposed deadly aim at its
of the souls of men, and open the fountains of water to purify vitals, and time and again has the proclamation been sounded
and vivify them, that the famishing, thirsty traveler may drink through the land that the monster was slain and its body given
to the beasts and birds of prey ; but in the midst of these
and be refreshed.
Then rest not, cease not to hasten, by labor, by prayer, and exultations, the growing giant has been seen ^to lift its head
toil, the good work. Awaken, by the sound of the trumpet, toweringly above the smoke of their discharging ordnance,
the latent faculties which lie dormant, and breathe the spirit looking serenly and pityingly down upon its impotent perse
of life, and arouse and kindle the spiritual flame of holy fire. cutors, and then marching sublimely forth to new conquests
Use all the means that God has placed within your reach to and to the achievement of new and more glorious purposes !
the accomplishing and fulfilling of his designs and purposes. Having thus waxed mightily in stature and power, it now
He will work by means of his own choosing. He has always stands with one foot upon Maine and the other upon California,
worked through visible agents. And when the powers of the
invisible world, are moved, they act upon the outward or
visible world, and are thrown into sympathy one with the
other; for they are as nearly connected as the outer and
inner man. Therefore, when God works, man must work
also.
Never, since man was created, and laws and boundaries
set for his protection, has there been a more important era
than the present. And in all the dealings of God with his
creature man, how kindly, like a fostering father, has he
manifested his love ; and how wisely hath he called, and does
still continue to call, unto all, even every nation; for of one
blood lias he created them all, and will, without respect to
rank or color, give all an invitation to drink at the wells of
salvation, without money or price. Truly his love is bound
less and expansive as the ocean of eternity. If he chasten,
it is in love, even as a tender and loving parent would rebuke
an erring child.
Oh that the children of men were wise ! that they would
hear and heed the gentle whisperings of the heavenly mes
sengers that are sent unto them. And O how much easier it
would be for ministering spirits to find access to them, and
make truthful communications through them, if they would
treat the subject with more solemnity.
We would not wish for superstitious gravity, or long and
formal prayers, which have long since become a vain oblation,
and loathsome in the sight of holy angels. But we do desire
that a deep and solemn responsibility may be felt by every
one who stands as a medium to develop new truth, and to
fulfill the designs of the great Master Builder. And that there
be no confounding of language like Babel-builders, there must
needs be a prayerful and watchful spirit maintained, that the

the other.
Hail development! hail progression! For men to call
themselves Christians, while living in contravention of every
principle essential to Christianity, as has been done for many
centuries, makes Babel— confusion. Things should be called
by their right names; names are not thinys. We are none
the better for the name of Christian, nor are we any the worse
for that of Devils.
When men are in, and choose to live in, the earthly natural
order, let them say so and do so. There is in that a standard
of right by which to judge themselves, and their reward will
be as their works. We find no fault; it is a matter of free
choice with each individual. But for Dr. A. and Dr. B. and
Dr. Everybody, with bishops and archbishops, to take on the
additional cognomen of Christian, when they do not at all
come up to even the Mosaic standard of right, even in temjeoral
things, is a misnomer, an abuse of the Queen’s English.
They would still possess all the good and truth that inheres
in them if they called themselves what they really are, « the
children of this world,” for it is surely “ like priest, like
people.”

enemy does not sow tares among the wheat.
Let all feel a deep concern, that every transcript purport
ing to be from Spirits bear the impress of truth. True it is,
that sectarian views or orthodox creeds can not satisfy the
craving of those minds who are panting after truth “ as the
heart panteth after the water brooks.”
Then let partial views and partial love fall together; false
education has produced them both. Truth will stand forever,
when all error will be swept away by the fan of righteous
ness.

W e have only to sav, “ Let us be what we profess to be,
and profess to be what we really are,” and not sail under false
colors. I had far rather hear a man call himself a Materialist
when he really is one, than to call himself a Christian when
he is,, to all intents and purposes, a Materialist.
And if those who believe in a material God and Christ, and
the forgiveness of whose sins is only effected by his material
blood, and whose salvation is entirely dependent upon a ma
terial book, which is their only rule and guide to a material
heaven or hell, somewhere among the myriad material worlds
that were created only to give light to this material earth, on

In power shall they go forth, with wisdom shall they be
clad, and shall be shod with humility and peace. Many will
hail their approach with gladness, as angel-messengers who
bear on their wings (or purified understandings) truths which,
like golden lamps, illume the soul and guide the spirit to the
bright home of the blest, where the river of love flows trans
parent, whereby the land and the inhabitants thereof are made

Say to the pioneers in the work of Spiritualism, who fear
lessly face its opponents, and encounter the frowns and
scourgings of unbelievers, “ You will in nowise lose your
reward.” Every one who, through self-sacrifice, raises a
hand in defense of the work of the Spirits in this day, will be
remembered according to their sincerity and reckoned with
the laborers in the vineyard of the Lord ; for he will prepare
laborers for the seed-time and for the harvest, who will help
to spread the net out of the sight of the lofty vulture, that the
innocent, beautiful birds which may chance to alight thereon,
may not suffer harm.

while its head towers into undiscernible heights, and with
the far sweep of its cirling arms it scatters dewy blessings
over the receptive inhabitants of all North America and those
of one fourth of Europe !
0 ye materialists ! ye sensualists ! ye bigots in theology
and philosophy, and ye votaries of stagnation everywhere,
look upon this majestic being, as from the heights of his
celestial dignity he looks down with a benignant eye upon a
groveling world which he has come to elevate and bless !
Behold the light as it beams from his countenance, and read
the credentials of his heavenly mission as written by God’s
own linger upon his brow. Observe how utterly impotent
and futile is all opposition to this new messenger, and then
place yourselves in the attitude of learners of new and glorious
truths which he has come to proclaim, and of adaptation to a
new and glorious dispensation which lie has come to herald !

ANOTHER SKEPTIC CONVERTED.
Of the scores and hundreds who have been made skeptics
by the insufliciencies of a degenerate theology, and who are
now being reclaimed to an undoubting belief in the immortali
ty of the soul, by the current Spiritual developments, the case
of our correspondent, as detailed in the following letter, aflords
an example. Certainly the opposers of Spiritualism can not
say that its tendencies are altogether evil, with such illustra
tions of its results before them. After speaking relative to
some items of business, our correspondent proceeds as follows :
Fifty-six winters have passed o’er m e; high time that I should have
some correct ideas of the future ! I have formerly been a member of a
rigid orthodox church, and the profession that I observed, without the
possession (i.e. Love), caused me, at length, to think and investigate for
myself. By so doing, I became skeptical. I could not reconcile any theory
of the popular religion of this nineteenth century to my mind, consequent
ly I almost became a cold, lifeless Sadducee, as ninety-nine hundredths of
the sectarians truly are. Still, when I explored tthe sublime Book of
Nature, a faint hope of immortality would spring up intuitively in my
mind. It was but feeble, until I obtained and perused Mr. A. J. Davis’
Revelations and Great Harmonia, which ver)' much strengthened and en
couraged that hope. And now, after reading fifty numbers of your excel
lent paper, and obtaining the evidence of man’s immortality set forth therein,
my hope is confirmed, and my belief is established beyond a doubt. Death,
to me, is no longer a terror. The thought of oblivion in the cold and
silent grave, separated from friends, society, and intelligence, has lost all
its gloom and horror ; and, instead of a subject of dread and uncertainty,
the future to me is now a source of hope and joy.
I have had but one opportunity of witnessing Spiritual communications,
and that was at Rock Island, Illinois, some three months since. There
was a traveling rapping medium there—a young lady from Ohio—and I
think a reliable one. A circle was formed, and many communications
were received from departed friends of persons in the circle. And to me,
and about all the persons composing the circle, the communications were
quite satisfactory. There could have been no collusion or deception about
the transaction.
I have made a missionary of your paper, and I think it is doing much
good. If we move at present, it will cause the bigoted readers to begin to
think and investigate for themselves, as they have heretofore been build
ing on others’ platforms.
Respectfully, yours,
john thomas.
Oamanche, Clinton Co., Iowa, April 23, 1853.

S ingular G eological F act.—At Modena, in Italy, within a circle
of four miles around the city, whenever the earth is dug and the workmen
arrive at a distance of sixty-three feet, they come to a bed of chalk, which
they bore with an auger, five feet deep. They then withdraw from the pit
before the auger is removed, and upon its retraction the water bursts up
with great violence, and quickly fills the well thus made ; the supply of
water being neither affected by rains or drouths. At the depth of four
free. Beautiful hom e! Happy rest!
teen feet arc found the ruins of an ancient city, houses, paved streets, and
In humility, I am a follower of Christ, bearing his lowly
mason work. Below this again is a layer of earth, and at twenty-six feet
cross, and a friend to every truth-loving soul.
walnut trees are found entire, with leaves and walnuts upon them. At
In love, farewell,
e . c.
twenty-eight feet soft chalk is found, and below this vegetables and trees.
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:

I presume you would have no objection to be informed of
the movements and doings of Spiritualism in this portion of
Christendom. There are a number of mediums scattered
throughout the several towns in our county, though, as yet,
they are but partially developed. Some, from a fear of public
sentiment (which has ever been arrayed against truth, at its
first dawn, either in science, ethics, discoveries, or what not,
since the creation), resist the operation of the Spirits, and
would suppress and destroy, if possible, the influences which,
through them, as the mediums, are intended to inform man
of his real nature, dignity, and destiny. Strange as it may
seem, and as absurd as strange, the principal opposition comes
from the members of the different churches, and their respect
ive ministers. That the Church militant should be found op
posed to revelation, proves how obtuse must be their diagnosis
of the doctrines of their Great Leader, and their utter rejec
tion of the knowledge “ which cometh down from above,” of the
occupation, employments, and progress of the Church triumph
ant. There is an honorable and worthy exception found in
the Baptist minister located in this village. He is willing to
investigate before adopting or rejecting any theory, and this
is all that Spiritualism or any truth requires, to receive full
sanction.
How especially true is it of Spiritualism, that those who
go to « scoff, remain to pray.” The Methodist preachers here
have delivered several discourses against it. Can not we, in
the exercise of a little of that charity manifested by the
Saviour of the world on the cross, put up, with him, the
same prayer, “ Father, forgive them, for they know not what
they do.” If they are what they profess to be, the Spiritual
guides of the people, there can be no class of men under
greater or more solemn obligations, to examine this subject.
If it be a fraud, a deception, an imposition, let them explode
and expose it. If it be the truth, let them receive it as su ch ;
for the truth will make them free. Let them be governed by
the advice of Gamaliel, the profoundest jurist of his time,
“ If

CAN THE ELEMENTS LIE?

t h i s w o r k b e ok

G

o d , it w il l s t a n d

;

if it b e o f m e n ,

and without their aid in either case.
One of our mediums is an impressible, speaking, and writ
ing medium, and we have a circle which meets weekly. I
am often asked what good or practical utility can follow from
Spiritualism, even it be true. The answer to this should be
engraved on' the tablet of every heart with the pen of a
diamond, and written in letters of eternal sunlight on God’s
glorious sky. I t explodes, at a glance, the whole theory of
learned Infidelity, scatters Atheism to the four winds, and
establishes the sublime truth of o n e e v e r l a s t i n g a n d t r u e
G o d . T o proclaim t h i s t r u t h , would that I had a harp of
iron, reaching from pole to pole, and strung with lightning
strings! I would give its wildest minstrelsy to the wildest
winds.
VERITAS.
I onia, Mich., May 16, 1853.
i t w i l l f a l l ,”

SPIRITUALISM ABROAD.
Hugh Doherty, one of the Tribune's able corps of foreign
correspondents, has very partially come in contact with some
Spirit-manifestations, and thus records his experience in a
letter (to the Tribune) from London:
“ Political and social questions having been discussed until all parties
are, to some extent, agreed in theory at least, and legislation having
actually commenced to realize the practical details of many long-vexed
questions, there was a lull in public controversy, quite remarkable in con
trast with the violent agitation of previous years, in all the countries of
Europe, but this calm has been converted into a refreshing breeze of late,
by a visit from the “ spirit rappers” of America. Several “ mediums”
have crossed the Atlantic, and through them the spirits of Benjamin
Franklin, William Penn, Thomas Jefierson, General Washington, and
other renowned spirits of departed men and women, have been astonish
ing the world with their “ communications” to mortals in the flesh. The
parsons and philosophers are puzzled to account for these strange “ tricks
and superstitions,” some believing there is something in them ; others de
nouncing them as vile impostures. I have been to listen to the raps, but
can not understand them yet. A spirit purporting to be that of my
mother, who died twenty-six years ago, spelled out her Christian and her
maiden name correctly ; and that astonished me, and seemed to set aside
all idea of imposture; but shortly afterward a spirit manifested a desire to
speak to me, and gave its name as that of my friend William Henry Channing, of Boston; when I asked the date of his death, the 8th of Februaxy,
1853, was rapped out. I have since been informed that William Henry
Channing is not dead at all, and on inquiring of the spirits what this
meant, I was informed that the spirit which came to me was not that of my
friend William Henry, but that of his uncle, and the year of his death was
1852. On inquiring how the error of date arose, I was informed that this
should be explained to me on some other occasion; and now I am sus
pended between doubt and ignorance, awaiting the new light which is
promised to explain discrepancies. I have given you my own case as a
sample of what is taking place pretty generally with respect to the “ spirit
rappers” in England. W hat will come of it I can not say, but the parsons
maintain already, that they are “ unblessed spirits” who venture to disturb
the peace of this innocent world, in order to recruit for the lower regions,
which are in some danger of being depopulated by the untiring zeal and
holiness of Christendom in the cause of true religion. These “ spirit
rappings” are opening religious controversy in the world again, and seem
to announce a new religious agitation as intense as that of socialism and
political reform have been since the Reformation set the spirit of religious
controversy partially at rest.”

The advocates of the electrical theory assume that the^spints can not
tell that which is untrue. Upon this assumption (as collusion and trickery
are out of the question) they have fled to electricity. How, or by what
process they jum p at so strange a conclusion, is beyond conjecture. There
is not the slightest link to bind their conclusion to the premises. On the
other hand, it seems to me that every fact is directly the other way.
Electricity is a natural element. Its discovery was made in its action.
No one has seen it or weighed it. This action is all wc know of it. It is
so o f any element which is invisible. Of gravitation wc know nothing
but its action. Of heat we discover only its action. The cause of vege
tation and crystalization arc also unseen. Yet it is a pleasing reflection
to us all, that these elements have hitherto been perfectly true to their
trust. No one dreamed that any o f them had the power of falsehood.
Such a discovery was reserved for the astute of this era, and amounts to
this grave proposition in science,, that a natural element which has hitherto
manifested itself in certain well-defined modes, has obeyed the onward
tendency of matter, until it has actually progressed to the dignity of a
sublime ability for lying! Nay, m ore; the fact that an intelligent lie is
produced through a tabic, is taken for evidence that electricity told i t :
Verily, if this is argument, my mind can not perceive its force. The ordi
nary way of accounting for new things is to apply the usual modes of in
vestigation, and then try the results by rules of reasoning well settled.
By doing so wc never can ascertain that electricity can tell a lie.
Let us for a moment examine a table-falsehood. Suppose that through
rapping, it is spelled out that the wife of some person in a circle is actu
ally dead. Suppose this story to be so false that the person has never
even been married, and does not marry until years after. Suppose the rap
ping to have been produced without the agency of any visible person. In
such a state of the case a compound inquiry comes up. First, W hy such
a perversion of truth 1 Second, From what source 1 The latter is all
I shall notice now. From what source, then, came this untruth ! In
settling it the well-defined modes come to our aid. W hen our pioneers o
the wilderness come upon deserted domicils, they invariably infer that some
power made them that could do ju st such a work. If a fire is discoverer,
on a desolate island, giving incontrovertible evidence that it originated in
design, we should be compelled to say a man had been there. It is also
said that man is the only creature that is given to falsehood. I f this is
so, and a falsehood is actually produced, wc can hardly say any thing but
a man has been at the game. I f the fire had the appearance of accident,
or if the table instead of lying, had been consumed, electricity might have
borne the imputation. That is one of its well-defined modes o f action.
But in the case of the fire, and in the case o f the falsehood, something
more than a mere frolic was manifested. There was an intelligent sen
tence spelled. To do that a power competent was necessary. Electricity
has learned in our day to exhibit thought and design. But it has no de
sign of its own. The telegraph is but the horse of the post-boy. The
horse bears, but never makes, the dispatches. A power that can design'
makes the dispatches. Such a message is now presented. W here else can
we find its origin but in the source to which we have ever looked, to wit,
mind. If, then, man is the only lying creature, we are forced to look into
a mind of human mold to solve the myslcry. This, it seems to me, is
the ordinary mode of conducting such an investigation. To attribute the
phenomenon of prevarication to any of the elements in nature, and this
too, without the slightest foundation, either in precedent or in fact, is an
assumption savoring more of desperation than judgment.
In the name of all that is good, it seems to me to be sufficiently humil
iating that he who calls himself the noblest work of God, can lie ; but add
to this confession, the asseveration o f our new savans, that the instrumen
talities of this universe have turned liars, and I think the infamy of our
own falsehood is entirely lost in the infinitely greater blasphemy now sol
emnly urged by too many both o f the Christian and general public. The
unerring order of the elements has ever been with me matter of sincere
reverence; a reverence heightened by the firm conviction that they never
could swerve or yield one iota from their spheres. I should as soon expect
polar cold to take its abode at the equator, or water to congeal by heat, or
gravitation to decrease with the increase of magnitudes, as for electricity
to tell a lie. Let any one who has been cheated into a cotton speculation
by a false dispatch from Halifax, inform you whether he blames the wire
or the worker. He with all his bales and dollars, or without them, is man
of science enough to know that electricity does as it is made to do.
If, then, it be admitted that the. elements can not design and tell a lie,
and no known source can, except a mind of human mold, the next step
(as collusion and trickery arc supposed to be out of the question) is to
search for the mind that designed and told the story. It needs but little
reflection to say, it is not the mind of the person who receives the mes
sage, for he stamps it at once as a lie to himself and to his wishes. It
certainly can not be in the table, for that is a mere inanimate unorganized
thing. It certainly could not be in the raps or concussions, for they arc
simply used to indicate which letters of the alphabet are wanted. The
design in the lie, and the means used to tell it, are most certainly separate.
These premises, then, establish to us a human mind, not visible, design
edly acting upon a table, and producing certain concussions, inducting us
into a falsehood. Of the use of such a manifestation I can urge no apol
ogy) but must express my gratitude that such often occur, and, from the
fact that they do occur, I draw my strongest inference that electricity is
not the cause.
Of the location of this mind I know nothing, and hence can say noth
ing. As it is not in the body of those present, I infer it to be out of the
material body.

G reat N atural C uriosity.—At Kubberpore, near Jeal, in India, there
is a cannon 213 inches long, 66 inches round the muzzle, and 18 inches
round the caliber. It has five, and had originally six, equidistant rings,
by which it was lifted up. This gun is called by the natives Juan Kushall,
or the destroyer of life, and its casting and position are attributed to the
doetas, or divinities, though its almost obliterated Persian inscriptions
declare its formation by human means. But what is most extraordinary
about it is, that two peepul-trees have grown both cannon and carnage
into themselves. Fragments of iron, a spring, one o f the linches, and part
of the wood-work, protrude from between the roots and bodies of these
trees, but the trees alone entirely support the gun, one of the rings of
which, and half of the whole length, being completely hid between and
inside their barks and trunks. A more curious sight, or a cannon more
firmly fixed, though by the mere gradual growth of two trees, can not well
be imagined. The Indians assert, that it was only once fired, and seat
the ball twenty-four m iles!
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TOWN AND COUNTRY.

S. B. B R I T T A N , E D I T O R .

“ £ef ebci'lj hioo be fully pei'^i^Ded in bis oton h W ”

What eye can fail of being delighted, what heart fail “of
being inspired, by the beautiful face Summer-Nature wears
in the country, on every sid e ! The dweller in the country
enjoys the glories of the year. No matter how humble his rank
and fortune among his fellows, he is as rich in the possession
and enjoyment of the beautiful, spread above him in the skies
and around him on the earth, as though his acres were countless
and his treasures untold. No covetous, monopolist hand can
vail the splendors of the universe from his gaze. For him
the sun shines, the showers fall, the dews gather and exhale,
the buds expand into blossom, the air murmurs, the waters
glisten, and the birds sing. Fragrance and melody are round
about him as a heavenly garment. God has provided that he
may enjoy the visible and the soul of Nature, whether he be

BRIT T A N ’S

SPIRITUAL

keep their own counsel, unable to explain, unwilling to confess ignorance
of the cause of the phenomenon.

The following also is related as a specimen ot occurrences
now common in Paris and other parts of France. Concern
ing the speculation which refers the phenomenon exclusively
to electricity or magnetism, our readers of course will form
their own conclusions :

•• M. Lircux, one of the writers of the Constitutionct, publishes a
fcuillcton in that journal, in which he gives an account of an experiment
of animal magnetism, performed with perfect success on Friday last lnTO CORRESPONDENTS.
four gentlemen—M. Emile Augier, M. Barochc, jr., M. Guczzard, and M.
" S. H." If that Address presents the subject as our correspondent intimates, we
Rizza-Bey of the Ottoman Embassy. These gentlemen formed the
should be pleased to receive it. W e can not precisely say what we should or should
electric chain with their hands laid tightly on the brim of a hat, and in a
not like to publish, until w e see the article, but presume that the Address in question
few minutes it began to turn, at first slightly, hut soon afterward witli
would be highly acceptable. Dense send us a copy of the manuscript,
“ To MV T iiovoiits,” by Mrs. K. R. It. Waldo. There is much of truth, as well ns
such rapidity that they had some ditliculty in keeping their hands on the
poetry, in these lines, and the conception is wrought out with a vigorous hand.
brim. The experiment was repeated with equal success by other persons
Will Mrs. Waldo accept our thanks, and favor us again ? We have marked the lines
who were in the room, and it was noticed that the hat turned to the right
for publication in the S hekinah .
or to the left, according as the lingers of the operators were placed. If any
the tenant of a cabin or a palace.
In the country, away from the pent-up cities, and from the person not forming part o f this ehain touched th e shoulder o f one of th
SUPRA-TERRESTRIAL INFLUENCES.
The empire of being is not peopled with separate forms and blighting spirit of fierce, selfish, and contentious trade, man operators, the movement of the hat ceased—another direction being thus
given to the electric fluid.”
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distinct entities, but every thing, from the Universe to the ulti
mate particles of matter, and from the realms of angels and
men down to the plane of the animalcule, sustains specific
relations to other objects or conditions of being. Among the
unorganized elements each particle attracts other particles,
and every body, from the largest orb to the smallest atom,
feels and obeys the action of a universal law. The Universe,
though infinitely complex, is O x e , and a mutual dependence
and reciprocal action characterize all the gradations of being.
Hence man, with all his boasted freedom from the dominion of
outward circumstances and conditions, is dependent on all
things and independent of nothing. We are influenced by every
thing in being, in a degree corresponding to the nature, mag
nitude, and proximity of the various objects to which we stand
related. Thus, under the Divine Mind, we are governed by
all things, and we in turn govern all. Life, in its numberless
forms and aspects, is influenced and controlled by ethereal
agents whose subtile dynamics are forever vailed from mortal
e y e s ; nor can w e be absolutely independent of any thing
which is essential to the perfection of the Divine economy.
Other worlds may act on ours and, for aught we know, in
fluence human life and thought. If the existence of the planet
Uranus is indispensable to the equilibrium of our solar system,
it is possible, at least, that it may influence us, even from the
remotest point of its far-distant and almost measureless orbit.
Hence there may be some elements of truth in astrology,
though scientific men have treated it as the greatest of all
absurdities. W e can not pretend to say precisely how far
the conditions of being on earth are liable to be determined
by supra-terrestrial causes. A late writer, of some eminence,
in treating this subject, says :
“ It is admitted on all hands, that the heavenly bodies de
termine our physical condition. The obliquity of the ecliptic,
the precession of the equinoxes, the progressive motion of the
apsides, the nutation of the earth’s axis, may be mere sounds
to most ears, but, understood or not, they stand for facts, the
influence of which is felt by all. Whether a man shall be
four or six feet high, whether he shall be, in strictness of
language, a rational being or a mere slave of his passions,
may depend upon the latitude in which he happens to be born.
Not only the plague, the yellow fever, the malaria, the sirocco,
and east wind, are determined by geographical limits, but
also, to a greater or less degree, moral and political diseases,
the contagion of licentiousness, and the storms of the passions.

T he physical man and the moral man are united by the closest
communication and sympathy. . . .
“ It will not be denied that whatever belongs to soil and
climate, to scenery, to animal and vegetable productions, to
the air we breathe and the light by which we see, is derived
more or less directly from celestial influences.” *
And if all animal and vegetable life is thus dependent on
the existence of remote objects and invisible principles, so
that not even a blade of grass springs out of the earth without
the action of the hidden laws of life, and an influence which
emanates from the sun, who will have the presumption to say
that other planets and systems, and the spiritual elements and
beings which belong to those worlds, may not. act on the
mysterious powers of the life that is in us ? Those spheres,
and all the powers that belong to them, and the inhabitants
of the whole Spiritual World, are said to be too remote to in
fluence human thought, action, or destiny, in any appreciable
'degree, or, indeed, in any degree whatever. Thus do our ma
terial philosophers accept the greater marvel and reject the
less ; reject it, too, on the ground of its intrinsic incredibility.
For that the human mind should be receptive of an influence
emanating from foreign objects and invisible sources, is far
less a matter of astonishment, inasmuch as the powers and
susceptibilities of mind are greater than those of inferior na
tures. Modern materialists insist that we are going far
from home, whenever we refer any of the more remarkable
functions of the human mind to Celestial or Spiritual influence,
though the powers who exert that influence may be supposed
to exist in our very midst. They do not hesitate to travel mil
lions of miles—to the distant center of our system—to find the
subtile element necessary to the growth o f« cabbayc, and yet
they deny to man the slightest susceptibility to the Spiritual
powers of other worlds, notwithstanding the noblest faculties
of the human intelligence perpetually point upward to the
Heavens.
If the Divine Spirit tills Immensity, and every created
thing lorms part of the great AVhole, no specific form of being
can be disintegrated or separated from its connection with the
Universal Life. Hence no object in nature can be removed
from the presence and influence of Spirit, and least of all can
man be insensible to the Spiritual and the Divine, so long as
his nature is the immortal index to the attributes of the God
head !
♦ Hl»ke a Ency. Art. Astrology.

THE LATEST MIRACLE.
Those who denounce the editor of the Tribune for his
“ ¡sms," may do much for truth and humanity, and not a little
for conscience sake, by giving him credit for his exalted sense
of justice, and for one half his personal sacrifices, lor what he
believes to be the right. Among the editors who are ac
customed to abuse Mr. Greeley, there are several who might
render their own salvation much more secure by imitating, as
far as they may be capable, his noble and beneficent deeds,
an example of which w e find recorded in the following para
graph, extracted from the Manchester Mirror :
“ H o r a c e G r e e l e y was born in Amherst, New Hamp
shire. His father was quite poor, and died, I believe, when
Horace was but two or three years ol age. \\ ithin the last
year he has paid a debt which his father contracted, with comjm in d interest. The old man to whom he paid it resides in
Amherst. The original debt was less than §100, and the pay
ment between §700 and §S00. How many sons, in or out of
New Hampshire, would have done this ? Or how many
will ever forget such honor to a father ?

can best see and know how bountifully God has provided for
him, as for a ll; can best realize that the difference of men’s
estates do not arise from the disposition of Providence, but
rather from the craft and covetousness of man. The coun
try, bearing all over its bosom waving grain-fields, orchards,
“ green pastures,” spicy shrubs, and odorous (lowers, and
(locks and herds, is eloquent with the plenty God has bestow
ed on man, if he would but sow and reap, and divide his store
as beneficently as it is given to him. In the city and mart,
art and artifice have despoiled all this beauty and glory— all
these signs of impartial Providence, and written in place
thereof:—“ Here is man’s world— the Town.”
Who can doubt that the truest life is to live in the country?

To live out amid the fields and flowers, where the air is
always balmy and fresh; where Nature is never niggard of
music and beauty; where valleys and hills, yielding to the
hand of brave, happy toil, refuse no blessing the earth can
give. Out in the country, where the seasons arc not lo st;
where Spring, and Summer, and Autumn, and Winter have
each a distinctive garb, and each brings its labors and its
sports. Man may see fewer faces of men th ere; may find
less of feverish excitement, and hypocrisy, and chicane; but
where else can he see and find so much to feed the springs
of sensitive, intelligent being, so much to purify, refine, and
exalt the brain and heart. What spot, bounded only by the
horizon, so fair for the innocent years of childhood ; so charm
ing to youth; so consoling in its repose for wearied manhood,
or so beautiful for the gathering, like a ripe, golden sheaf of
old a g e !
The town is but a place of business. Its spirit is weary
ing and withering to all the generous instincts and emotions
of man’s heart and soul. Man is consumed and lost in its
rushing currents. His cradle rocks there to a discordant ja r ;
his youth is jostled and despoiled of its bloom; his manhood
is overborne and palsied, and if, at last, he finds a grave there,
careless feet perpetually tread on his ashes. The country,
alone, has the spirit to preserve and culture whatever is most
beautiful in man. Man in the country, occupied with honest,
peaceful pursuits and meditations, is the happy man— the true
man. Tie lives all his days in the very presence of his
Maker, and of beauties and enjoyments which no human art
can equal, no fortune nor excitement supplant.

NOTES OF PROGRESS.
From communications from diflerent sections of (he coun
try which are, from time to time, given in our columns, our
readers may obtain a general idea of the onward progress of
the new unfolding ; but we presume that a brief digest of say
ings, doings, new facts, new phenomena, and new develop
ments, as connected with the Spiritual movement, in this and
other countries, will occasionally be acceptable. We have,
this week, to submit the following:
C ures by S piritual I nfluence.— Mr. Charles C. Fork,
writing to the Boston New Era, relates that he was directed
by a Spirit to place his hand upon a cancer with which a lady
was severely atllictcd, with a promise that if she would have
faith in God, she should be cured. This communication was
given in the absence of the lady, who, when the matter was
mentioned to her, readily consented that the experiment should
be tried. Mr. York therefore proceeded, under Spiritual in
fluence, to lay his hand upon the diseased place on the lady’s
face. The cancer afterward gradually diminished in size,
and at the end of three months had wholly disappeared. In
the same communication, Mr. York also gives an account of
a diagnosis and prescription, given through him by Spirits, for
a boy thought to be incurably diseased. The diagnosis,
though given in the boy’s absence, proved entirely correct,
and, under the prescription given, he rapidly recovered.
N e w P h e n o m e n a .— Among the new phases of Spiritual
phenomena, which have recently developed themselves, is
that consisting in the illumination of bottles of water by
Spirit-inlluence in a dark room, the light from the water being
sulliciently strong to enable persons to discern objects in the
room, and changing to any color requested by the spectator.
A further account of this phenomenon, as given by a corre
spondent, will be found in another column.
A n o t h e r .— Mr. II. II. Hall, writing to the New Era, states
the fact, that a long magnetic needle was made by Spirit-in
lluence to freely traverse a disk, on whose circular rim the
letters of the alphabet had been written. By this means com
munications had been spelled out. This occurred at a circle
in Philadelphia. We have learned that a similar contrivance
by the Spirits is in process of development in the hands of
two or three other human agents, but that it has not, in either
instance, yet been perfected. The spirit of Franklin, we be
lieve, purports, in each of these cases, to be the inventor of
this new method of demonstrating Spiritual presence and in
telligence.
T able Moving in F rance.— Under date of May 9th the
Tribune's Paris correspondent, in giving a summary of pass
ing events, speaks as follows :
The moving of tables l>y imposition ot hands, which has been amuse
ment or a mystery common enough in America for the last three years,
first excited attention in Germany within as many months, and in France
within as many weeks from the present date. Now this phenomenon is
reproducing itself with wonderful vivacity in Paris and the provinces. It
is all the go with the tneubles, or movables, as they are fitly named, of
this unstable people, 'flic method of developing the latent St. Vitus’
dance that seems to reside in all table-legs, is of the simplest. A number
of persons, in proportion to the size of tho subject, form a circle about it.
It is inditlerent to the cfiect whether they are believers or unbelievers in
their own influence, whether they are simple laymen or learned clerks,
political “ Facing-both-ways,” human heliotropes always turning to the
rising sun of power, or consistent men. They lay their hands on the
table, which, after an imposition of from ten to thirty minutes’ duration,
begins to wriggle, then to hoist a leg or two, then to lead oil' a reeling
dance about the room, with the circle of operators for partners. Such are
the leading features ot experiments now daily reported in the newspapers.
t Many laugh at all th is; some believe ; scientific assistants look grave and

I n G ermany the table-moving phenomenon lias been under
going a series of careful observations and experiments by the
younger Cams, son of the learned Professor Cams of Dres
den, and the results, as published to the world, are certified
by his father. The only conclusion to which they have thus
far arrived upon the matter, is expressed as follows :
“ The phenomenon, however, that the reciprocal nervous influence of a
chain of several persons, can set a wooden plate moving in precisely the
same manner as a copper plate is efl’eeted by magnetism and galvanism, is,

TELEGRAPH.
THE CAUSE IN LONDON.

A NUT FOR DR. RICHMOND TO CRACK.

It afl’ords us great pleasure to announce the appearance, on
this side of the Atlantic, of the lirst number of the Spirit
World, published in London, William R. Ilayden, Esq.,
formerly of the Star Spanyled Banner, editor and proprietor.
This paper, as the title implies, is “ devoted to the modern
Spiritual Manifestations,” and Mr. Hayden, from his familiarity
with the general subject, and bis former editorial experience
in this country, is well qualified to make an interesting journal,

W e venture to vouch for the truth of the statement contained in the
following letter. B. is a gentleman of superior intelligence and scrupu
lous veracity, and the persons who accompanied him arc also close observ
ers.—En.

lie has our earnest prayers for his success and usefulness in
the great field of his labors.
The contents of the initial number of the London Spirit
World, are highly interesting and eminently free from any
tendency to fanaticism—wc except, if the reader shall so
decide, our letter to Dr. Richmond, on the w r i t t e n c o m 
m u n i c a t i o n s ok s p i r i t s , which is reprinted entire in this
number. The leading paper, in the issue before us, is a
stringent review, by the editor, of an article which appeared
in the April number of the Zoist. The magazine referred to
is supposed to he the property of Dr. John Elliotson. This
gentleman had been kindly entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
Hayden, and in return be attempted to excite suspicion against
them, if, indeed, the article in the Zoist emanated from him.
Dr. Ashburner vindicates the claims of Mrs. Hayden in a
frank and manly spirit, which we greatly admire.
The
Doctor is no timid time-server, and his vigorous pen will
render ctlicient service in the Spiritual cause, while it may
prove a scourge to those craven souls who disguise themselves,

at all events, a very remurkuble addition to our knowledge oj' the re
ciprocal nervous injtuence. ami accordingly is one of the most important that they may escape responsibility while they disgorge their
chapters in physiology in general, and deserves, in the very highest
degree, further observation and experiment.”

STRIKING ILLUSTRATION OF PSYCHOMETRY.
The following analysis of the character of the great Hun
garian, which we find in the Hartford Times, afl'ords a most
convincing proof of Mrs. Mettler’s extraordinary powers. We
think it will be difficult to find a more remarkable psychometrical delineation of the character of any man. The wise
and prudent profit by these developments, while those who
believe nothing new uml reject nothing old, will, probably,
conclude that the whole thing is a fabrication, or perhaps that
Mrs. Meltlcr is bewitched:
To the E ditor :
A friend has placed in my hands the following psyehometrical portrait
of Louis Kossuth, as delineated by Mrs. Mcttler, the Clairvoyant, of this
city. The impressions felt by Mrs. Mcttler were derived from a letter
written by Kossuth when in St. Louis, to Judge Edmonds of New York.
It was handed to her in a hull' envelop, under circumstances which pre
cluded the possibility of her having the slightest suspicion of who the
writer was, as can he attested by several gentleman of this city who were
present. This soul-reading is done in the natural or ordinary state of
the person reading, by merely placing the letter against the forehead.
The first few lines are passing impressions received before entering
fully into the sphere of the writer.
• u.
H artford, .1luy lit, 1S53.
THE CHARACTER.

malice at an amiable and high-minded woman.
following from the Spirit W orld:

We copy the

Extract of a letter, by Dr. Ashburner, to the editor of the “ Leader,” which
appeared in its columns of the 19th March.
I declare to you that Mrs. Hayden is no impostor, and lie who has tho
daring to come to an opposite conclusion must do so at the peril of his
character for truth ! I defy Mr. Lewes, or any one else, to prove the acts
of imposition or fraud in the phenomena that require the presence of such
a medium as Mrs. Ilayden for their development. 1 have calmly, deliber
ately, and very cautiously studied this subject. It may please superficial
thinkers to treat it as they long treated mesmerism and clairvoyance. The
tire from the Zoist, the researches of the Baron von Ueiehenbach, Mr.
Rutter’s important discovery of the magnetoscope, have settled, for pos
terity. the questions scouted by tho twaddling physiologists of this genera
tion. A battle is to he fought for the new manifestations. I have no
hesitation in saying that, much as I have seen of mesmerism and of clair
voyance—grand as were my anticipations o f the vast amount of good to
accrue to the human race, in mental and physical improvement, from the
expansion given to them by tho cultivation of their extensive relations—
all sinks into shade and comparative insignificance, in the contemplation
of those consequences which must result from the .Spirit-manifestations.
I am not now to express an' opinion on the magnetic origin or analogies
of the phenomena ; I have to declare my opinion on their genuine charraeter, which l do unreservedly. However astounding may be tho fact, I
ant clear that we have the power of communicating with intelligences,
only magnetically present, unseen by us, who arc capable of expressing
thoughts full of the tenderest sympathy, redolent of the highest ami purest
love, and occasionally conveying, through accents of displeasure, the most
awful lessons of sublime morality. This is a very serious truth, and must
and will force its way. Animal magnetism and its consequences appeared
marvelous to petty minds. The Spirit-manifestations have, in the last
three weeks, produced miracles, and many more will, ere long, astound the
would-be-considered philosophers, who may continue to deny and sneer at
the most obvious facts.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

M

r

. E

d it o r

:

Not long ago, in company with a party of gentlemen from
this city, I visited the house of Mr. Hiram W ells, in Bloom
field, for the purpose of witnessing what are termed “ speak
ing” manifestations of the Spirits in foreign tongues, through
a boy twelve years old, a son of Mr. W ells. In this object
we were disappointed, but the privilege was given us of see
ing another and unexpected phase of the manifestations
through Mr. W ells’ daughter, a little child of only six years
of age. The invisibles spelled out to us, by the alphabet, to
“ get a rope.” This request being complied with, they next
asked us to tie the rope around the table, attach a pair of
steelyards to a pole, and weiyh the table. A stout hickory
pole was accordingly procured, to which we attached a large
pair of steelyards. It was then placed across the shoulders
of two of the stoutest men in the room, and the table sus
pended from the hooks of the steelyards. It was found, upon
careful trial, to weigh just thirty-live pounds. The steelyards
were made to weigh about sixty pounds. It was then inti
mated to us that the wciyht o f the table would be materially in
creased by invisible means. W c accordingly drew back and
no one touched the table but the child-medium, who placed
her hand upon the edge. In an instant the table beyan visibly
to descend, with a straining, cracking noise, and the steelyards
soon showed an increase in the wciyht o f the table, to the lull
extent of their capacity ; or an addition of twenty-live pounds.
The weight continuing to increase, the rope finally broke, let
ting the table down to the floor !
Apparently not satisfied with this exhibition of their power,
the invisible intelligences who had made it requested us to
“ get another rope.” We did so, and the experiment was re
peated with precisely the same result as at lirst, with this ex
ception : before the second rope broke, the touyh iron hooks of the
steelyards were straiyhlened out, and one ol them split length
wise in the middle, with the tremendous force applied to the
table! The situation of the men, whose shoulders sustained
the pole to which the table was attached, was (as you may
well suppose) rendered somewhat uncomfortable by the in creased weight which was brought to bear upon them.
It was found by other experiments that about the same
degree of force could be applied to the table if the medium
placed her hand against the under side of the table-leaf
instead of putting it upon the table; thus demonstrating that
muscular strenylh had nothing to do with the ell'ect exhibited.
During a part of the exhibition one or two of the spectators
lightly laid their hands for a moment upon the table to ascer
tain the nature of the force which was being applied ; but we
are all ready to aver that not a pound’s weight of muscular
strength was employed in the production of the phenomenon.
As for the child herself, it is of course apparent that she could
not have exerted suflicient strength to accomplish these re
sults, even if we admit that she was successfully deceiving
us before our eyes, in open daylight, and trying her best to

“ This person must feel exhausted, as this is the feeling
produced upon me. 1 feel like sighing. I am oppressed for
breath, and feel like fainting from exhaustion. Must 1 give
way to mv feelings ? [“ Y es.”] Then my hands and arms
must he raised ; there must be a waviny lirst of one baud and
break down the table.
then of the other. 'This person ycsticulalcs like one speakiny
These facts can be abundantly verified, if necessary. There
JOHN a s h b u r n e r .
to a crowd. Who can it be ? What does it mean ? I feel
Y ork F i,.\ck, .March H , 1853.
were six of us present (all living in this city) besides the
much exhausted after these exertions.------ Now the character
Wo make room for another extract.
family of Mr. W ells. Moreover, four of those who went with
presents itself more clearly.
The following letter is from Sir Charles E. Ishain, Lamport Hall, North me were unbelievers in the manifestations.
“ This must he a yentlnnnn, possessing the most extensive yi/ts ampton. It speaks for itself, and shows that the writer, when once con
Here, then, is a mechanical test, a phenomenon palpably
vinced of the truth of these beautiful phenomena, does not hesitate to give
of oratory and inhd/iyence, with a most massive brain and intel Ilis testimony to the world, heedless alike of its opinion, or the scoll's and
without the pale of any of those influences attributed variously
lect. The head at times seems almost ready to burst with jeers of those who cry humbug to whatever they can not or will not un
to “ Clairvoyance,” “ Magnetism,” “ Will-force,” or even the re
derstand.
the ideas which How through the mind.
L amport H am., .March 20, 1853.
doubtable “ Od” itself, in spite of its Protean capacity of
“ Intuition must he the great governing principle with this M y hear M a d a m :
I have great pleasure in informing you that upon my return to Lamport, assuming all sorts of wonderful modes of manifestation. Now
individual. The character is marked for spiritual predomi
and following the directions concerning the circle given me by my Spirit will Dr. Richmond tell me, and your readers, what produced
nance. There are no bounds to his calculation, and no one friends through your mediumship, on the 3d instant) not only myselt but
the increased wciyht of that table?
thing too great for him to undertake. Ilis perception seems nine persons with me were enabled distinctly to hear sounds similar to
Yours, for the truth,
b.
to lead him almost, if not entirely, beyond every other mind; those produced in your presence. They were considerably fainter, hut no
H artford, June 3,1853.
calculating with almost a certainty the end from the beginning. less unmistakable. The same peculiar taps which, upon a former occa
sion, drew forth from you an expression of admiration, and a remark so
“ This must boa person whose knowledge is truly astonish
just as to your supposition concerning the nature of the individual, when
PROVERBS, BOOKS, OPINIONS.
ing. It must be a mind that is naturally educated, not gov personified in the flesh, we distinctly tieard, but upon no occasion did the
W e desire to invite the attention of our readers to the
erned by knowledge obtained from books or the opinions of sounds exhibit that intelligence which is so wonderfully manifested in
others, lie forms his own conclusions: is extremely firm your presence. The Spirit, or Spirits, were either unwilling or unable to P r o v e r b s which have appeared in the late numbers of the
and fixed in his own opinions ; never seems to waver or to give an answer to any one question ; hut such facts may he attributed to 7'clcyraph, written by Brother Hammond while under spiritual
our now having at present attained that peculiar state of Spiritual devel influence. In our judgment they are among the very best
turn from what he conceives to be right.
opment essential for the unbiassed expression of those sentiments they
things which have appeared of late claiming a Spiritual
“ This person possesses unbounded benevolence, and he
upon former occasions so freely indulged me with.
origin.
can not rest contented in being blessed himself, but his great
Three others of the party, besides myself, were also found sufficient to
None of our readers should lose sight of the fact, that we
aim and object seems to be the redemption of his fellow-men. elicit them, each one alone, and one of them, I hear, has since transferred
have just issued a n e w book , written by the hand of Brother
He feels that all must partake of the great bounty and bless it to a fourth.
With myself, and, I believe, with all of us, they almost entirely ceased Hammond. This work is thought by many to surpass in
ing oi liberty. If lie has hut one morscl.it must be shared by
after about the fifth day, which fact may. perhaps, he explained either by interest either of the preceding volumes which have ema
others before his mind would rest contented.
the faculty imparted to me from yourself by that time having become ex
nated from the same source.
“ His powers of concentration are truly remarkable.
pended, or in consequence of the Spirits being aware of our imperfections,
A friend, well known in literary circles and distinguished
“ lie has large cautiousness, but there is no timidity about deeming it useless to continue their manifestations, until they have gained a
more complete control over the medium through which they operate in us. for his poetic genius, has furnished us the subjoined notice
him.
“ His eombativeness is large, and he would exhibit ibis They, considering they have already given, not only sufficient evidence of of the book :
their readiness to accede to all reasonable requests, but encouragement to
quality in defense of self, fam ily, and country.
I’m losofiiv of tiie S pirit - world : communicated by Spirits, through
continue seeking a further development ot the necessary qualifications for
the meduimsliip of Rev. Charles Hammond. New-York : Partridge
“ He is a person that would win all hearts to him ; and no a useful application of the (acuity.
& Brittan, Publishers.
one can see him or become acquainted with him in the least,
I hope, however, to be fortunate enough to find you at home upon an
That hooks should appear, purporting to be written by disembodied in
without feeling an attachment which it would be almost impos early occasion, that I may have an opportunity of receiving further in
telligences, may be very astonishing to minds of a certain order of develop
structions,
in
the
hope
of
becoming,
at
some
future
time,
an
established
sible to sever.
ment ; hut to another order of minds it would he much more astonishing
“ 1 have never before lelt such a mind. At times I feel as medium.
if books were not so written. Thus tho inhabitants of the earth arc likely
The first, if I may so term it, mechanical manifestation of Spirits which
though I was almost lifted from the earth ; as if 1 could not
lias occurred to me, independent of your presence, I will now narrate, and, to be divided upon this question, but upon which side—time will show—
be aught else but spirit! Words seem to flow into my mouth as such facts, if described at all, should he done with all full particulars, the majority remains to be known. With those who recognize the laws
in such a manner and so rapidly that my tongue can scarcely you must excuse me trespassing a few minutes upon your time, since it is of Nature, now freshly and forcibly at work for the elevation of the human
race, it is important to know what works are written in wisdom. W e
express what I feel and desire to speak. It seems at times so »real a pleasure communicating to those who can receive them—truths,
would contend that all books are, as each author tends his influence, to a
as if I were appealing to the sympathies of those around m e ; strange to say, it is usually the fashion of the world to treat with scorn. certain detrrec, toward exciting the mental faculties of Ilis reader. Hence
After I saw you last in town, 1 procured some additional works on Spirit
then, again, I feel a boldness and a consciousness of riylit that
the works of the ” medium” under review, though of a remarkable kind
Manifestations, and the day following returned with them to Lamport.
would make me lace a whole nation in defense of the truth, The books were placed upon the table, but one of the party taking up one and unsatisfactory to many minds, are not without their uses. They have
and all opposition would sink into nothingness before me. I o f them, and reading an isolated passage out of it, and thereupon charging their offices to perform in the discipline of the time.
Tlie present work by Mr. Hammond is of a higher stamp. It is philo
seem to be supported and sustained by a constant influx of the Spirits with blasphemy, I, on the next day, without having expressed
sophical. It contains more truths in mental science than can be obtained
spiritual strenylh, which enables me to speak in a manner to any person my intentions, proceeded to remove them, and wishing to in works of professors who have devoted their lives to the investigations
make them doubly secure from the expression of public opinion, determ
that not only astonishes myself, but all who hear me.
of the operations of mind. It proposes reforms which may seem Utopian
ined to lock them up in a book-case in my own room. To it no person
to the laithless, but wc do not doubt that the day is not far distant when
“ This must be a yreul statesman. All common allairs of
but myself can gain access, and which had not been opened for six months
life are nothing compared with the great end which lie is or more, but not having the key at hand, I placed them in a bureau under they will be seen in the results which gradually will be unfolded in this
country. Every page of this work is full of valuable suggestions and
struggling to accomplish.
neath the book-ease, which answered the purpose tolerably, but not alto
manly thoughts. A spirit of wisdom animates its pages, and the circula
“ This man can not be sectarian or party-bound. He is gether. I returned to the room in four hours’ time and discovered the tion of the work among the masses will hasten on the “ good time com
double
doors
of
the
book-case,
one
standing
half
open,
and
the
other
a
ja
r!
determined to throw oft' all shackles from himself and his
ing,” that the thinking portion o f the community plainly see and know is
not unlocked, but the bolt drawn, and which being accomplished, a slight
country. Freedom of thought, speech, and action, is his
near at hand. Let each reader act out his own individual thoughts and
push from the inside would have opened. I therefore made use of the ad
work as lie thinks, and this book will be speedily recognized as prophetical.
motto. lie is untiring in his exertions, and must be sell- monition, and removed the books into it.
forgetful. lie appears to be spendiny his life fo r a cause most
To those who would say that the hook-case had never been securely
Brother Mantz, editor of Liyltl from the Spirit-world, in a
dear to his heart; and this cause must be liberty! In bis bolted, I can do no more than affirm, most positively, that it always had notice of the same book, says :
labors lie is fast exhausting his physical strength, and were it been, and granting for a moment that it had not, the unusual character of
W c have read it with much profit and satisfaction, and can freely re
not that he is sustained by spiritual influence lie could not last the fact is little diminished, inasmuch as it opened at the required time,
and was never known to possess a similar propensity before. I will con commend it as among the most lofty and useful works of our Spiritual
long.
clude in the expression of a hope, that circumstances of the like nature may Library. It is the third volume from Brother Hammond, and is, in our
“ I should never tire in sympathizing with, and contemplat
sooner or later become of such ordinary occurrence to all who wish their opinion, the brightest light yet attracted to earth through his mediumship.
ing, this remarkable man. His sphere is most delightful— minds to be elevated by them, as to be found needless of record. And the
who can it be ?”
sooner we believe such (acts to be possible, the sooner n ill they generally
13P If any of our readers have omitted to peruse the interesting article
[It may be proper to state that the letter from which these impressions appear among us.
from Dr. Buchanan, published on the first page of our last issue, they will
flowed was penned by Kossuth immediately after the close of one of his
Believe me, my dear madam, most sincerely yours,
find
occasion to thank us for calling their attention to it. Dr. B. is an
CHARLES E. ISHAM.
most eloquent and self-exhausting speeches to a multitude in St. Louis.
earnest reformer, and his ideas are expressed with gTeat clearness and
Will
Mr.
Hayden
send
us
three
copies
of
the
Spirit
World,
and
we
Tlte language of Mrs. Mcttler was noted down as fast as delivered, and is
philosophical precision.
will reciprocate the favor !
correct as above given. J
h.

PARTRIDGE

AND

THE HARTFORD CONVENTION.

(Original ío tin in ttiirn fm is.

The closing scenes at Hartford were not altogether cal
culated to command respect— to inspire a rational interest in the
deliberations of the body, or to gratify the friends of reform.
T he reasons here suggested, together with the great length of
our minutes, precludes their publication. The general sub
ject was not discussed from be Spiritual stand-point, and many
of the speeches would not be likely to interest our readers.
For these reasons we are constrained to restrict ourselves to
the publication of the several resolutions, which were intro
duced by dillerent parties during the third and fourth days of

Here all worldly cares forgetting.
Every stormy passion stilled,
Angels bless us with their presence,
And our souls with peace are filled.
Vainly break life’s bitter surges
'Gainst the walls that gird us in ;
Only in the faintest murmurs.
Comes to us their angry din.
Guardian Spirits bending o’er us,
Light and joy around us shed,
And each feels, in benediction,
Loving hands upon his head ;
Then while heart to heart replieth.
Through the pulse’s rhythmic beat,
Soul with soul, not less accordant,
Blendeth in communion sweet.

tem, both as found in itself ami as generally understood by all popular
orthodox seels in Christendom, is not a system of salvation from sin or its
ellects, but a system of damnation into sin and its effects—not a system
of human redemption from the bondage of religious error and moral cor
ruption, but a system of enslaving into the bondage of religious error and
moral corruption. That it is a system of theological, religious, and spirit
ual piracy, carried on by a bigoted priesthood against the truths and laws
of man's moral and spiritual nature.
T h e r e f o r e , R e s o l v e d , That, as a system, it is the friend of moral and
spiritual slavery, and that it is, therefore, the foe of human, mental, and
spiritual liberty, and, consequently, the foe of human progess.

Vain at such an hour the cavils
Of the unbelieving crowd,
Eor the Spirits’ softest whispers
Ovcrlloat their voices loud.
And we know that those who loved us,
Here in earthly forms no more,
Still are with ns when we call them,
Living, loving as before.

As we could not fully indorse the views of several of the
more prominent speakers, or altogether approve of the mode
of presenting them, we also submitted a series of resolutions,
which were published in the Herald, and as t they contain
many errors as therein presented, we have subjected them to
a revision, and will assign them a place in this connection:
K k s o i . v k h , That inasmuch as the essential principles of life, and sense,
and thought, and the ultimate causes of all things in being, whether visible
or invisible, are forever imperceptible by the physical senses, we may,
without violating the highest prerogatives of reason, believe in the actual
occurrence of such occult and Spiritual phenomena as arc alleged to have
occurred in dillerent ages of the world, provided always that such accounts
are supported by the concurrrent testimony of several disinterested wit
nesses of known integrity and sagacity.
R esolved. Tim! we believe that Deity exists in His universe—that the
life of God llows out through all his creations, and hence that the life-prin
ciple, or the Divine Spirit, pervades and actuates all His creatures, in the
precise degree which may best secure the sublime objects and issues of
11is government.
K ksoi . vko , That in our judgment God is visible in all things, in pro
portion as they approximate to the standard of Divine Perfection—that we
perceive His likeness in the human intelligence more distinctly than we
trace it elsewhere in the inferior objects of creation—that the nature and
powers of the human mind, no less than the testimony of the Scriptures,
indicate that man was fashioned in the Divine image, and that his spirit
is, when its attributes are duly harmonized, the temple of the living God.
K ksoi . vko . Consistently with the views expressed in the foregoing res
olutions, that we must conclude the relations subsisting between the hu
man and the Divine are immutable and eternal; that I n s p i r a t i o n i s a
p e r p e t u a l P act , and that no written communications purporting to be
the records of ancient revelations, however true these records may be, can
supply to the individual soul, and hence to the world, the place of a living
and present Inspiration.
K ks o i . vko , That, in our humble opinion, the ancient Prophets, Jesus
Christ, and some of his Apostles, and others, in dillerent ages of the
world, were, through their susceptibility to Spiritual influences, inspired—
not in violation of the laws of mind, but consistently with those laws—but
that the records of what they experienced should be tried by the highest
ordeal which modern science and enlightened reason are competent to in
stitute.
K ksoi . vko , That we have confidence in the innate integrity of human
nature, much as it is perverted, and that we believe that most men of all
classes, not excepting the clergy, are disposed—as far as the imperfection
of original constitution, the force of a perverted or false education, and
the dominion of existing institutions and customs will allow—to honor the
Truth and to respect the Right, and hence that dogmatism and denunciation
are essentially unbecoming the Reformer, whose true mission is to inquire,
to reason, and to teach.

The following resolution was read by Mr. S t o r k s , and laid
on the table:
K ksoi . vko , That the Scriptures are in harmony, both in precept and
doctrine, with the great facts of history, and with the physical, moral, and
social nature of man ; and, so far as they have been permitted to exercise
their legitimate intlucnce, have elevated, purified, and ennobled man—
morally, socially, and politically.

Mr. W. II. Cl A i t R iso.\ presented the following resolutions,
to be added to those laid before the Convention on a former
occasion :
K ksoi . vko , that it would be as absurd as untrue to deny that the Bible
embodies a large amount of truth—vied, precious, eternal; that some of
its requirements are just and obligatory ; some of its warnings salutary
and instructive ; some of its promises .soul-sustaining and glorious ; some
of its commands and precepts rational and righteous ; some of its views
of God and Nature elevating and inspiring; but it is not less absurd and
untrue to deny that it also contains many fallacious contradictions, miscon
ceptions, misrepresentations, fabulous stories, incredible assertions, and
hurtful errors. Therefore, it can not be, as a book, the Word of God
(which is pure and unchangeable), nor given by Divine inspiration, nor
the only rule of faith and practice, but as a mixture of good and evil, light
and darkness, truth and error, is to be read with discrimination, and
ne.*1’ 'r accepted nor rejected in the gross, but only as the individual under
standing and conscience shall determine the character of its multifarious
and conflicting contents.
K ks oi . vko , Thai the history of the Bible, from century to century,
abundantly proves, not only that the interpretations of its letter and spirit,
by its recognized expounders, have been fiercely conllictive, and number
less, but that they have been such only as the age would tolerate, and al
ways in accordance with the despotic spirit ol the times, whether religious
or political ; that any other interpretations thereof, by the individual soul,
have been denounced as heretical, or punished as blasphemous or revolu
tionary; that all forms of government—autocratic, monarchical, military,
and republican—have alike found their sanction and support in its pages,
as at this day ; hence, that to be a believer in its authority has been, and
still is. simply to be with the majority and to take the side of the strongest.
K ks oi . vk o , That a profession of faith in the Bible, as a holy book, is no
better evidence of moral worth, or true piety, in Christendom, than is a
profession of faith in the sacredness of the Koran in Asia, because, in both
cases, it is to conform to public opinion, or to bow to the scepter of eccle
siastical domination ; and not to do so is to excite malignant persecution,
and bring the reputation, safely, and interest of the dissenter into immi

nent peril.

The resolutions were freely discussed, but no motion for
their adoption, as the sense of the Convention, was ollered by
any one.
We learn that after we left Hartford a meeting of persons,
dissatisfied with the manner in which the Convention was
conducted, was called, and that a series ol resolutions was
adopted, one of which paid a merited compliment to the strict
justice and candor manifested by Mr. Davis throughout the
entire discussion.
--------———

—------

A Dilemma.—The Weekly Forest City , edited by a father and son, is
in the following dilemma : The father believes in the supernaturalism of
“ Spiritual demonstrations,” while the son fancies he can account for them
on natural principles. This dilemma, in order that the Forest City readers
may not consider a journal advocating both sides of a question inconsist
ent, has brought out the subjoined editorial notice :
"T h e Senior and Junior editors of this paper are not a unit, in opinion,
on the subject of Spiritualism. The Junior editor denies that mediums
have any intercourse or communication with the Spirits of departed mortals,
and accounts for the phenomena on natural principles, while the Senior is
somewhat inclined to entertain the supernatural aspect of the mysteyr.”

krn kst.

---------- —

HYMN F O R A C I R C L E .
IIV JOSEPH MATHEWS.

Father of all, thy children guide
Through life's unsteady way.
And let the voice of thy true love
Each faithful soul obey.
Here let us calm our childish fears,
And tranquilize each mind ;
Nor sutler worldly cares to vex
Or banish thoughts suhlime.
"Why do we mourn our friends sincere,
Whose sorrows now are o’er ’
In regions pure they reappear,
On Canaan's blissful shore.
Their Circles we shall surely join—
If we in goodness grow—
Whore harmony and joy entwine
The souls we lov’d below.
Oh, let us learn of Spirits pure
Their lessons kindly given ;
Our Guardian Angels guide us sure,
Until we join in Heaven.

ON NEWSPAPERS.
Mr .

E

d it o r

s a i iip s a m

JUDGE EDMONDS.
The following delineation of the character of our distinguished friend
was recently given through the medium o f a professional gentleman who
resides in this city.

A HYMN OK THK HARMON IAN.-’.

R e s o l v e d , That the spirit amt genius of Bible religion, as a great sys

s a iiM s iE i s m s

SPIRITUAL

BV A SPIRIT.

THE MYS T I C CIRCLE.

the Convention.
At the commencement of the evening session, on the third
day, .Mr. F inney otlered the following resolutions:

B R I T T A N ’S

:

I am occasionally admonished that the •" world moves,” by
(lie receipt of Ihe iirst number of some new paper, proposing
to advocate the largest liberty upon subjects generally, and
upon the subject of Spiritual Manifestations in particular.
Of all papers thus received, I know of none in themselves
objectionable. My sympathies are with those who desire to
investigate, and who have not (in their own estimation) be
come masters of the universe. But while i fee 1 thus, there
arises this suggestion— that we have now an abundant supply
of established journals devoted expressly to Ihe same objects;
that none of these journals are so munificently endowed but
that an additional prop would add interest to their columns;
that, by so much as new journals weaken the props to the old
ones, by drawing oil’ supporters, or by securing those who
would otherwise have subscribed, by so much they weaken
the general ellbrt. A cause often sutlers more from the char
acter of its supporters than the ingenuity of its opponents.
A sickly journal, at the lead, is the sign-board to the world of
disease within. One healthy paper is worth many struggling
ones.
In this city we have the T klkuraimi and the Journal of
Proyress, both of which, for talent and mechanical execution,
may be fairly ranked with the first. They are a credit to
their respective proprietors. Other cities, to some extent,
are lavored in like manner. 1 know not the aggregate num
ber of Spiritual papers in the United States, but 1 venture
the assertion that they are already sufficiently numerous.
How well they are sustained, 1 know not, but this one thing
is sure, that the amount of good they are all doing might all
be done at a cheaper rate by simply combining the aggregate
of patronage upon a smaller number. But, as they are in be
ing, it is best, perhaps, they should all be continued. To that
point 1 can say nothing. To such, however, as may think
certain localities need a Spiritual newspaper, 1 would say,
that the patronage you would command could be more eco
nomically expended upon some one or all of those papers in
existence. The motto that, “ in union there is strength,” is
quite as true in the combination of newspaper capital, as in
political economy. Think of this, friends.
These suggestions are conceived in kindness toward all
who are anxious “ to do,” and are no way intended to ask aid
for any particular paper.
w .m. a l i . k n .

THE FRIENDS MOVING.
'l'lie religious Convention of Friends, lately held at Phila
delphia, has resulted in the organization of a new yearly meet
ing of Progressive Friends. This indicates what we have
long been aware of, that the Society of Friends has become
largely impregnated with the great ideas of social, intellectual,
and spiritual progress now leavening the Christian and, in
deed, the civilized world. Dry, husky creeds and dogmatic
homilies are beginning to yield, on every side, to more human,
generous, and hopeful sympathies and faiths ; and mankind,
awakening to a deeper and purer consciousness of their origin,
relationships, and duties will, more and more, as the new daydawn brightens, accept and walk in the light of God’s blessed
and bountiful revelations. A realization of the brotherhood
of the human lamily— the true Millennium— is fast approach
ing, and with it the realization of that divine prayer to God,
our Father in heaven, “ Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done
on earth, as it is in heaven. In that day man will not revile
his brother, and call him an inlidel and a blasphemer, when
he declares (hat lie is in communion with God, with angels,
and with the Spirits of the quick and the dead. In that day
all men will know and rejoice that the Spirit-world is not afar
oil’, but near, and in the very hearts of the children of God.
In that day love will be the law of life, and the lamily of man,
purified of discords, will, a harmonious instrument in the hands
of God, sound his praises and his glory forever.
c. n. s.

TELEGRAPH.

27

seen. The sub-prefect declared that lie had been the first to approach
close to the picture, and to see the blood forming itself in limpid and pearly
drops upon the wounds, with a sort of bubbling plainly perceptible to the
eye. Ih e wound in the side had been wiped by him with a white linen
cloth, which was stained with the blood, and when attentively examined
both with the naked eye and with a glass, it presented the exact appear
ance of a real wound in living flesh, and from which the blood had just
been wiped. These gentlemen, as well as two medical men, Dr. Cainilie
Bernard and the above-named Dr. Clement, together with several other
persons, corroborated the declarations previously made, and decided on
drawing up a report to be addressed to the superior civil authorities. Such
are the facts as stated in the Avignon paper. Lc Mercttre Jlptesien in
forms us that a fourth cfl’usion had taken place in the presence of a large
number of persons; that the archbishop had celebrated mass and preached
an eloquent discourse in the church, which was crowded to excess, but no
formal ecclesiastical decision had as yet been given on the subject. Two
workmen had been sent tor to take down the picture; its hack had been
carefully examined, hut no marks were apparent in the canvas at the spots
corresponding to the wounds ; no traces of moisture were discovered, no
openings in the picture, nor any indications of liquid of any kind having
been applied. Several extraordinary conversions of sinners had, we arc
told, been operated by the miracle.
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Adverti si ng .—T hk T e le gra ph is not intended to be r general advertising medi
um, mid we do not especially solicit this kind of patronage. The Publishers will,
however, insert a very limited number o f advertisements, as circumstances will per
mit, always providing, the subject to which it is proposed to invite public attention,
is deemed compatible with the spirit and objects of the paper. All advertisements
must be paid for in advance, at the rate of .12) cents per line, for the first insertion,
and S cents per line for each subsequent insertion.

We found him as a man whose character was already
formed—a character fashioned from his communication with the
world, and changed from its original predilections, viz., by as
sociation of a peculiar kind. There appeared to us at first,
taking the properties of mind alone, a large brain, a sanguine
THE MOVEMENT IN CHINA.
temperament, and a constitution somewhat impaired by cer
Further accounts from the “ Flower}’ Land,” indicate that the “ rebels,”
tain causes, the result of the active business of his life. His
so called, are likely to triumph and restore China to the rule o f a native
disposition, originally frank, was also originally irritable;
dynasty. A somewhat remarkable fact lias come to light with regard to
quick at resenting a supposed or actual injury, yet incapable
the rebel leaders—a fact going far to show that a European spirit animates
them. A proclamation, issued from their camp, abjures the senseless
of permanent dislike. He was not implacable, but he was in
notions of the mass of the Chinese respecting God, and calls upon the
some points hard to please. His mind, unusually active, soon
people to know that God is a Spirit; one universal Spirit, who has de
became satiated and tired of one pursuit, and sought some
creed that justice and truth shall prevail among men, and, therefore, that
thing new to satisfy its longings for variety. Generous even
He will no longer permit T artar despots to tyrannize over the Chinese.
PROOFS OF SPIRITUAL PRESENCE.
to a fault, he freely gave to the needy, and as often lavished
The proclamation also alludes to Christ, as having been sent by God to
M r. E ditor :
the earth, or raised up from thence, among men, to teach mankind to love
his*bounty on objects which required no assistance. His
\ \ bile on a visit to W oostcr, Wayne Co. 0 ., recently, I observed
love of Nature was (as you have already been told) very great, striking manifestation of the presence and agency of the celestial visitants one another, and do all good works, that iniquity and evil may cease.
Doubtless some European Christian influence controls the movements and
and his soul intuitively looked through Nature up to Nature’s who, as our elder brethren, minister to the wants and necessities of their
regulates the policy of the rebels; hence their departure from all usual
God. His affections, strong, were limited however to a few earthly friends. The medium (Miss Sarah Scott) through whom the fol Chinese tactics, and their remarkable success. It is suggested that the
persons, and on them he lavished the whole of his love. Ilis lowing singular manifestations occurred, is a patient under treatment by Jesuits are the parties at work, and that their aim, while subverting Tartar
Dr. Davis. Her hand is moved to write, without impressions, from the
judgment, naturally strong, was not trammeled by forms or Spirits. On the evening of May 1, I was summoned by the Spirits to he power, is to introduce Christianity among the Chinese. Introduced on the
dicta, but he as often jumped at conclusions as he arrived at present and witness the phenomena that were to occur. When I arrived track of a civil revolution, should that revolution succeed, it will be easy to
results by any labored process of study. His friendships at the residence of the young lady, I found her in a magnetic state, induced impress the Chinese that they owe their recovered power to a new relig
ion, and thus win them over to a new faith. Thus light dawns upon the
strong, yet he soon discarded a friend if the caliber of his by Spirit-presence. The controlling Spirit assured us that before morning
East, for any change from its ancient inflexibility must he an improvement.
Sarah
would
have
a
very
severe
spasm.
Tliis
was
about
m
idnight;
and,
mind was less than his ow n : not that he would refuse him
sure enough, about a quarter before three, she had a fit (hat beggars
service or assistance, hut there is and was a quality in his
F ather G avazzi, the eloquent Italian convert from Roman Catholicism,
description. By forming a magnetic circle, wo succeeded in relaxing her
came near losing his life in Quebec, on Wednesday evening last. Having,
mind which required from others a similarity of tastes and system, when, for the first time, she passed into a trance slate.
in an anti-papal lecture, charged “ Kihhonisin” with introducing the Inqui
ideas. He might respect and admire a man, but his heart
Soon, however, her right arm was partially relaxed, and by the vibra
sition into Ireland, one of his audience called him “ a liar,” whereupon an
tion ot her hand I saw that the Spirits wished to communicate. Placing
was a sealed book unless there was a congeniality of mind.
outside mob rushed in and attacked the padre. He defended himself with
Earnest, persistent ellbrt is not an original faculty of his a pencil in her hand, and holding up some paper, the following message a chair and the pulpit bench, which he tore up for the purpose of knocking
was written out :
organization ; it is the result of circumstances. He was and
down several of his assailants, hut was at last hurled over the pulpit and
“ Sarah shall not d ie!”
would have been killed, but for the zeal ofh is friends. His secretary was
is ambitious, but it is an amhitition of the mind, not of the
Here by her side stood her brother and other friends, supposing that her
passions. Ilis soul aspires to the point where he may be time had arrived to leave the earth. You may imagine how comforting it badly hurt. A body o f soldiers finally quelled the mob. Falher Gavazzi
looked at as the personation of some great idea which has was to get such a message from the watchers that were there unpcrccivcd left Quebec quietly the same night, not wishing to add to the excitement
by remaining in its midst.
loll its impress on the epoch of time and the minds of its gen by our outward vision ! In a tew moments wc were greeted by another
message :
eration, and he regards with disgust that desire for fame and
S traw-S ewers.—O f the army of ncedlc-wonien who toil in this city
“ Sarah shall not die, hut there is danger y e t: friends, he of good cheer.”
for scant wages, there are 3,000 straw-sewers. These are employed about
honor predicated on the nature of otlico or the wealth he
Here wc were reminded that means must still he used to retain the
five months in the year, and turn out about 9,000 bonnets and hats daily.
might derive from it.
spirit in its earthly tabernacle. During this time, the light was in a dis
Their total product, per annum, is estimated at 1,200,000. These sewingHis perceptions arc rapid and his reasoning slow. Ilis tant part of the room, and the Spirit wrote again, “ Bring the light;” then
women are chiefly young, many of them thus supporting themselves, and
perceptions lead him to the end before the reasons arc sug the following message was written out :
assisting in the support of fathers, mothers, brothers, and sisters. As a
“ Sarah sees the Spirits now, and will soon see them face to lace.”
gested for the conclusion. Ilis relations to the world are
class they are intelligent, cheerful, and respected. Their labor is not
'1 hen wc all observed a peculiar radiance beaming out, and clothing the
hcavv, hut its sedentary character usually pales the cheek after a few
peculiar. He impresses the mind with a sense of intellect,
pallid earthly form with a glow of celestial joy.
weeks. They would look far fresher, and doubtless feel so, under the
and he impels submission to his views by the strong exercise
Several other sentences were also communicated. Such were the phe
of that intellect with his will, lie would be a philanthropist nomena as they occurred in the presence of several witnesses. I may yoke of a more varied labor, and in a belter atmosphere than pervades the
pent-up factory.
if lie tamed his mind to the extremes of necessity, but his remark, that Sarah soon returned to her natural state, and was wholly un
conscious
of
what
had
occurred.
Truly
yours,
rapidity of thought and consequent facility of action lead him
S piritual S prings near C arroll.—The Jamestown, Cliautauque
R. I*. WILSON.
Co., Democrat of Wednesday, says : W c learn that the far-famed Spirit
to the investigation of now subjects before be has linished
ual Springs, in the valley of the Kiantone, arc becoming so popular, and
what he had commenced. Thus he has generalized in his
the rush of invalids, Spiritualists, etc., is so great, that the proprietors,
benevolence, and has neglected to be .specific. When he has
AFFECTION OF A SPIRIT.
Messrs. Chase & Brittingham, have been induced to commence the erection
ahored for individuals, it has boon mainly to fulfill the obliga
P rovidknck, M ay 30, 1853.
of a spacious hotel, within a few rods of the springs, for the accommoda
tions of place, of circumstances, or perhaps of party demands. Messrs. P artridge & B rittan :
tion of visitors. The frame is already up, and wc understand flic work is
Cents —The following communication was received through a writing to he vigorously prosecuted to completion, and will, in a few weeks, be
But he has a strong desire for truth. He breaks away from
medium, purporting to come, nay, it did come (why should I say purport ready for the reception of customers.
the common notions or conventionalities of society or rule,
ing, when I have an inward consciousness and certainty that it did conic),
and establishes a certain action of his own. He regards but from my guardian Spirit. On reading it, every word thrilled through my
A nother C hief J ustice C onverted.—A recent letter front Wisconsin,
little the opinions of others, except be finds them right; but whole being, in a manner beyond the power of any thing mortal to produce.
of the date of May 28th, says :
be reveres the good, the true, the noble, the intellectual in
Very respectfully, yours,
rkdsiiork
“ 'Flic work of reform is making rapid progress here. Mediums are be
whomsoever it may exist. Thus is lie, and thus have we
ing developed in all directions. Men of the highest intelligence are becom
'Flic threatening ills that lower over thy life arc hut the result of eternal
found him.
ing convinced. C hief J ustice L arrabkk, on his Northern Circuit, lately
laws, by which the Spirit is disciplined for a higher sphere of action. 'Flic
came across two mediums, investigated the subject, became an entire con
His mind regards the past with more pleasure than the
doubts, trials, and sorrows with which thy heart is burdened, are the
promises of the future, and his »(lections center around some means by which thy bosom shall be sanctified, and thy soul enriched with vert, and proclaims his belief openly.”
Gov. Tallmadge’s letters have produced a great eft’eet, and arc being
few circumstances of early life, and invest them with all the a clearer radiance of heaven ; and they exert an elevating influence on thy
republished in the Stale.
properties of love and happiness. Ilis incentives are not of whole being, drawing thee ever onward and upward to higher ends—ever
C orruption C hecked.—For the credit of our city, wc are glad to an
earth, and even through all the mazy paths of life there has revealing to thee the delusive and transitory characters of all material
things—baptizing thy soul in the waters o f Spiritual life—opening thy nounce the triumph of the Amended City Charter, voted for on the 7th
been a strong desire to penetrate into the unknown and un
interior to behold the reality of that inner world of Spiritual existence, instant. A majority of over 33,000 votes was cast for the charter. The
contemplated. Ilis mind derives pleasure from its own con where you may come into blessed communion with the Spirit Father, and
new charter is said not to he all that could be desired, hut as its adoption
templations, and lie conjures around him in communion with listen to the pure breathings of the bright immortals. 0 , seek no more has tested the readiness of the people to act for reform, its perfection may
himself all the force of friendship and all variety of intellect. the delusive phantoms of thy sublunary abode, nor linger longer in the follow hereafter. W c should he glad to sec a provision in the charter for
lie is original, farcical, and severe. He loves wit and fun, meshes of error and dark superstition ; hut arise! arm thyself with the a Board of Excise, independent of politics. While Aldermen, elected by
panoply of Truth, with nobler influences, purer, higher, and holier aims. rum-shop influences, arc the arbiters of license to sell rum, it can hardly
yet is easily touched with the impassioned or the delicate.
Fix thy eye upon the heaven of purity, which will ever raise thee above
He has a woman’s feelings in many things, and, though the sickening, polluted atmosphere of earth, to that all-radiant world of har he expected that they will go any great lengths against rum-shops.
apparently blunt, yet he shrinks like a young girl when he mony to which the divine emotions of the heart ever flow forth in one
N.
P. T ali.madge.—The Washington Co. Blade is informed, by a gen
feels all that his soul conceives— when his mind appreciates joyous, leaping flood of light and love. * * •* Follow this star ol tleman intimate with Mr. Tallmadge, that Mr. T . has sonic hundred pages
truth ; it will light thee through every labyrinth in the wilderness of thy of manuscript, purporting to have emanated from the Spirits of Webster
all the delicate sentiments of his soul.
earthly life—lead thee safely over the tempestuous Jordan to the haven ol
illimitable bliss.
STRANGE PHENOMENON IN A FREHCH CHURCH.
And now, dearest, be of good cheer; hear up with calm, steady resolu
We are not accustomed to place implicit reliance on the tion under the trials of life ; lift your thoughts with gratitude and confi
accounts of so-called miracles which we read in Catholic dence to your Father in heaven, and He will never forsake you, wherever
you g o ; and, if you approve yourself His faithful, humble child, you can
books and journals, but after what we have seen with our own
not but he happy. To His providence I commend you.
11.

eyes, it would he irrational and unjust to presume that they
are all the mere fabrications of designing priests. The fol
lowing example, which appeared some time since in the
Catholic Staiulanl, is sulliciently remarkable. Protestant sec
tarian journalists, as will readily be apprehended, are wont to
treat all similar accounts as absurd falsehoods, conceived and
sanctioned by papal authority to further the most unholy de
signs, but the unprejudiced reader will deem it lawful to judge
for himself.

INTERESTING SPIRITUAL PHENOMENA.

Mr. S. B. B hutan :
Dear Sir —The cause of Spiritualism, in this vicinity, is moving for
ward, regardless of the opposition which it meets on various hands, though
mostly from the Church. W e have all kinds ot manifestations, such as
are common East with you ; hut the most new are, the Spirit-lights and
the coloring o f water. The lights are seen by all present, in dillerent
parts of the room. But lastly, the medium was directed to take a bottle
and fill it half full of water, and cork the same tight, and they promised to
Miraculous P icture in F ranck.— La Commune, of AvIl' iioii. gives
appear in it. This has been done, and the light appeared so bright that
the details of an apparently well-authenticated miraculous occurrence of a
objects in the room could be distinctly seen. 'J’lie bottle was passed
most striking character, at the little church of the Calvary, Saturiiin-I.czApt. On Wednesday, the 18th ultimo, a resident medical practitioner, around the circle, and all saw and handled it.
The water is placed in a bottle and left on a stand, or table, from five
M. ( ’lenient, was summoned hylthe cure of St. Saturuin, to examine and
to fifteen minutes, and said to he magnetized by the Spirits, when it is
report upon a remarkable exudation of a red color that had made its ap
changed to any color desired. These things are being constantly witnessed
pearance on the wounds of Christ in a picture representing the descent from
in this vicinity, and they arc no fiction. I saw these last manifestations
the cross. The doctor, on arriving at the church, had to make his way
last evening, in a crowded circle. They can he attested by hundreds.
through a dense crowd of people who filled the body of the sacred edifice,
Water was changed to various colors; and, lastly, a skeptical lady re
and who appeared most powerfully afiectcd. He was requested to ascend
quested that it ho colored red, which was done, and then the same was
the altar, and touch the exudation. He did so : after having manipulated
turned to a pale yellow. These things, 1 think, are a prelude to some
and tasted it, he pronounced it to he human blood. Taking a white linen
thin«' which is to bless the world. The orthodox folks have called it
napkin, he applied it to the wounds, and the Mood, which seemed to have
humbug, collusion, magnetism, and various other things, till they are
been staunched, appeared afresh. He then satisfied himself that the pic
headed in them all, and now they cry, lastly, that it is the devil.
ture was firmly attached to the w all; that it had not been disturbed, and
We have all kinds of media here, hut these last manifestations are pro
that the exudation had not come through the varnish of the picture, the
duced through a gentleman who is quite unlearned. He has submitted to
surface of which was unbroken. A report ofiicially made to the local
the most rigid examination, and the people arc now satisfied that he is not
authorities states that, on Monday, the Gill ultimo, upward of GOO persons
in possession of any art by which to produce these things.
witnessed the exudation of the blood on the wounds of the Christ in the
Yours for philosophical truth,
k. p. wii.son.
picture in question. It describes the profound impression made on the
F armington, Fulton Co., III.
vast multitudes who were Hocking to the church, attracted by the accounts
----- —
♦ 4^^—-------of the miracle, and of the measures necessary to he taken to maintain or
NEW WORK BY A. J. DAVIS.
der among them. On Thursday, the 10th ult., the sub-prefect of Apt
made it known that he had himself visited the locality for the purpose ol Bela Marsh has just issued a new pamphlet of 1’29 pages, entitled “ T iik
H armonial Man, or T houghts kor tiik Ag e ; by A ndrew J ackson
satisfyiiio himself on the subject of the reports in circulation; that he had

and Calhoun, and which is- said to equal the best written or spoken eft’o rts
of those eminent minds while on earth. This manuscript, or a portion of
it, is in due time to he given to the public.
A B earded W oman.—At the Museum in this city, is now exhibiting a
female with a full, natural heard, a phenomenon of which there are but
few parallel instances on record. The lady in question is about 30 years
of age, and has a younger sister, who shows the same singularity. She is
of medium size, rather masculine looking, owing to her heard, lias a clear
and fresh skin, a well-developed bust, and shows no more hair upon her
arms and neck than is usual with females. She has a husband and lather
with her, and has given birth to two children, one of them only living.
This child, five months old, shows signs of a heavy heard. '1 he lady has
no hair on her upper lip. Her heard, which, never having been clipped,
is line and silken, begins at the outer corners of the eyes, extends over
the side face, and under and over the chin ; so heavy a beard is seldom
seen. .Science has failed to account for this species of disagreement with
the general laws of nature, and peculiarities of the sexes. The bearded
lady is modest and intelligent, speaking the Swiss, French, and English
languages fluently.
T iif. M anifestations in P aris .—On Friday last there was a large
party at the house of the American consul, who is a great believer in this
new manifestation of animal magnetism. A table being magnetized, was
told to rise upon two of its four legs, and did s o ; then upon the other two
legs, and it was equally obedient. The tabic was then asked if it would
tell the Christian name of one of the ladies present. It made what the
French call a craqucment, which signified yes. “ In order that wc may
understand each other,” said the magnetizer, “ I will go through the letters
of the alphabet, and you will answer when I conic to the letters which
compose the name. He then began: A B C D E F—crack, said the
table. A—crack, said the table. A B C D E F G H I J K L M N—
crack, said the table. A B C D E F G H I J K L M N—crack, said the
table. A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q l t S T U V \V X Y—
crack, again said the table. The five cracks at the letters F A N N Y
make Fanny, and that was the Christian name of the lady.— Jjntdon
Globe, M ay 18, 1853.

R f.v. E. II. C hapin, in a late festive speech at Boston, drew the follow
ing bold figure—we allude to the close of the paragraph. Mr. C. was re
sponding to a compliment to New Y ork; he said :
" New York has noble souls in it, ready to act upon noble impulses.
That mighty State is not all gross and sordid. It hears something
recognized the trace of blood on the wounds, and had seen the stains left
D avis.”
more than matured harvests on its ample bosom, or the diadem
of commerce on its sea-washed brow. But when a man would send
hv them on several linen cloths. He also visited a poor and pious girl,
Its nature and objects may be inferred from the table of contents, which out the organ-music of inspiring tru th ; when lie would sweep the
whose prayers were believed to have been the cause of this miracle, and
entire diapason of patriotic and Christian sentim ent; when he woud wake
is as follows:
who regarded it as a proof of divine mercy. He ascertained that the mir
the land with some old passage of the past, or some jubilant strain of the
“ How shall we Improve Society! The Influence of Churches; The future, let him set his foot upon the pedal of Plymouth Kock, and stri c
acle had been taking place several days before it was made public—and he
was assured by the holv maid that it would probably he again manifested Necessity of Organic Liberty; Mankind’s Natural Needs; The Means by the keys of Fancuil Hall.”
on the Wednesday following. This took place, and is stated to have been which to secure them ; The Philosophy of producing K ain; A Statement
Ellen Ellis, at Beaumaris, in Anglcsv, Wales, aged 72, was brought to
of Popular Theories ; The Causes of Kain Explained; The Philosophy
witnessed on that morning by the writer of the article from whence we
l«ed May 10th, 1770. She had been married forty-six years, and her eldest
of
Controlling
Kain
;
Answer
to
Scientific
Objections;
Plagiarism—Clair
extract these particulars, as well as by the civil authorities ot the district
voyancclllustrated; What will People say ! The Pirate’s simple Narrative.” child was 45 years old. She had not had a child for twenty-live y ea«
and the archbishop of the diocese, with a number of his clergy. On tliis
before.
For sale at this office. Price 30 cts.
occasiou the witnesses described to the archbishop in detail all they had
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Ü n tm stin g
MY M O T H E R .
BY N. P. WILLIS.
My mother’s voice! How often creeps
Its cadence on my lonely hours,
Like healing on the wings of sleep,
Or dew on the unconscious flowers.
I might forget her melting prayer,
W hile ’wildering pleasures madly fly ;
But in the still, unbroken air
Her gentle tones come stealing by ;
And years of sin and manhood flee,
And leave me at my mother’s knee.
I have been out at eventide,
Beneath a m oonlit sky o f spring,

When earth was garnished like a bride,
And night had on her silver w in g ;
When bursting buds and dewy grass,
And waters leaping to the light,
And all that make the pulses pass
W ith wilder flectness, thronged the n ig h t;
W hen all was beauty, then have I,
W ith friends on whom my love is flung,
Like myrrh on winds of Araby,
Gazed on where evening’s lamp is hung.
And when the beauteous Spirit there
Flung over all its golden chain,
My mother’s voice came on the air,
Like the light dropping of the rain ;
And, resting on some silver star,
The Spirit of a bended knee,
I ’ve poured a deep and fervent prayer,
T hat our eternity might be—
To rise in heaven, like stars by night.
And tread a living path of light.

HYMN TO THE NIGHT.
BY II. W. LONGFELLOW.
I heard the trailing garments of the night
Sweep through her marble halls !
I saw her sable skirts all fringed with light
From the celestial walls !
I felt her presence, by its spell of might.
Stoop o'er me from above;
The calm, majestic presence of the night,
As of the one I love.
I heard the sounds of sorrow and delight,
T he manifold, soft chimes,
T hat fill the haunted chambers of the night.
Like some old poet’s rhymes.
From the cool cisterns of the midnight air
My spirit drank repose;
The fountain o f perpetual peace flows there—
From those deep cisterns flows.
O, holy n ig h t! from thee I learn to bear
W hat man has borne before!
Thou layest thy fingers on the lips of care,
And they complain no tnoTc.
Peace ! Peace ! Orcstcs-like I breathe this prayer!
Descend with broad-winged flight,
The welcome, the thrice-prayed for, the most fair,
The best beloved N ig h t!

ANGELS AND SPIRITS.
BY THE AUTHOR OF THE “ WHITE DOVE.”

W e copy the following article from the Whig State Journal,
published at Harrisburg, Pa. The writer appears to be
soundly orthodox, according to the popular standards (if we
except his faith in the present ministry of Spirits), and while
his conclusions are manifestly embarrassed by preconceived
opinions, w e think the article will interest our readers and
exert a favorable influence.
The Bible is the most wonderful of books, in its adaptation to the ex
igencics of all times, and the individual wants of the human mind. At the
present day, when a morbid excitement exists, in wandering minds, with
regard to Spiritual manifestations, and a thirst for the marvels and
wondrous revealments of another life, how satisfactory it is to turn to the
Divine W ord with a full assurance of its truth, and slake this thirst of the
mind at a pure fountain. W hat beautiful stories of Spiritual manifesta
tions are everywhere found in the sacred record; and who can doubt, after
Tcadingthem, that Angels and Spirits are our constant attendants, interested
in all of our states and conditions, possessed of warm and active sympathies,
which they exercise in the most effective ways, even when we are wholly
unconscious of their presence ! This comforting fact was revealed to the
early Christians in the most palpable and tangible m anner; and no one
can doubt it, who accepts the testimony of the Apostles. For instance:
“ Peter was sleep:.ig between two soldiers, bound with two chains; and
the keepers before the door kept the prison. And behold the Angel of the
Lord came upon him, and a light shined in the prison ; and he smote Peter
on the side, and raised him up, saying, ‘ Arise up quickly.’ And his chains
fell oft* from lus hands. And the angel said unto him, 1Gird thyself, and
bind on thy sandals;’ and so he did. And lie saith unto him, ; Cast thy
garment about thee, and follow me.’ And lie went out, and followed him,
and wist not that it was true which was done by the angel; but thought
he saw a vision. W hen they were past the first and second ward, they
came unto the iron gate that leadeth unto the city, which opened to them
of its own accord; and they went out, and passed on through one stre e t;
and forthwith the angel departed from him.”
Who can read this narration, and doubt that angels can act upon matter!
Or that they bend their high intelligence, through love, to the trivial wants
and necessities of our outer life ! It seems very wonderful that so power
ful an angel, whose mere presence filled the dark prison with light, should
bid Peter gird himself, and hind on his sandals, and cast his garment
about him, and even Peter thought it a dream or vision ; but the ponderous
iron gate, that had opened before the will of his bright attendant, and the
free, open street in which he found himself, were tangible proofs of the
material actuality of his experience.
And yet the angel could not have been in a material body. Had he
been thus subject to the laws of matter, the iron gate would have been to
him impassable and impregnable. He was acting from a higher and more
potent sphere of existence upon matter. And this narration is a wonder
ful revelation o f the powers of the Spiritual corporeity. The angel was
in a human form, and so like to a man in his sympathies, that he remem
bered that Peter would need his sandals and outer garment in the street.
And yet his connection with the material body of Peter must have been
through the Spirit o f Peter. Like as a man walks in his sleep must Peter
have walked forth from the prison in a state of Spiritual wakefulness and
in a bodily unconsciousness—but suddenly the l>ody ceases to sleep, and
l o ! the angel is no longer se e n ; and Peter finds himself, not chained in
the prison, between two soldiers, but free in the open street, and goes to
seek his friends. T he lovers of the marvelous surely have food for wonder
in this account, and they would find many such in the Acts of the
Apostles.
And that the Spirit of man may have consciousness in scenes and places
where his body is not, is abundantly proved in the account of Philip,
who discoursed with the eunuch who was traveling on the road from Jeru
salem to Gaza. But “ when they were come up out of the water, the
Spirit of the Lord caught away Philip, that the eunuch saw him no more;
and ho went on his way rejoicing. But Philip was found at Azotus.”
It must have been that the Spirit of Philip was brought into a state of
conscious intercourse with the Spirit of the eunuch. And this is a revela
tion fraught with the most consoling and beautiful truths. How often,
when we yearn for an understanding of what we read in the Divine Word,
it may be that a bright angel, or a wise man, approaches us in the Spirit,
and guides us into perceptions of the truth as it is in Jesus, while we
remain unconscious in the body of our delightful companionship. And
we have yet a higher proof that the Spirit, clothed in materiality, sw «
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take cognizance of things without the sphere of its material senses.
SPEAK GE NT L Y.
S f l f f i S T O A I , ‘a m B S S M l P f f l .
W hen our blessed Lord walked the earth, “ a man of sorrows and acquainted
The general character of this Paper is already so well known, as to pre
BY MINNIE MORTON.
with grief,” He saw that Nathaniel prayed under the fig-tree, when as yet
O UR L I S T OF B O O K S
clude the necessity for a lengthy description; besides, nothing that we
“ Speak not harshly I much of cure
he had not approached within the range of His material vision. And in
Kvery human heart must bear.”
Embraces all the principal works devoted to S piritualism, whether pub could say would afford so good an idea of its merits as the beautiful initial
many other instances He revealed this power of discerning spiritually that
“ By thy childhood's gushing tears !
lished by ourselves or others, and will comprehend all works of value that number which is here submitted to the public. Suffice it to say, in this con
which the laws of matter prevented His discerning materially. Indeed,
l>y thy grief in after years !
may be issued hereafter. The reader’s attention is particularly invited nection, that it will continue to foster a spirit of calm inquiry and rational
through the whole of the New Testament runs this revelation, that man,
By the anguish thou hast known,
to those named below, all of which may be found at the Office of T he S he- investigation, neither prescribing limits for human thought, nor seeking, in
Add not to another's woe.”
as a Spirit, possesses powers far superior to those with which he is en
kixah and S piritual T elegraph . The reader will perceive that the a dogmatic spirit, to enforce the peculiar views of its Proprietors. While
Speak gently ! 0 , speak gently ! Let not a harsh word from thy lips
dowed through his material organization. The angels that were seen by
price of each book in the list, and the amount of postage, if forwarded by it will carefully avoid all acrimonious disputations, it will tolerate great
the woman at the sepulcher, had rolled the stone away from its mouth call forth a burning tear, or bitter sigh, from the hearts of the loved ones
freedom, imposing, as heretofore, no checks except when liberty is made
mail, are annexed.
(which seemed immovable to the women), by the mere force ot their will. at home. Speak gently ! that in after years, should they sleep in dream
the occasion of offense. Desiring that the Divine kingdom of peace and
And what a beautiful revelation are these angels in human forms! and less rest—and thou a lingerer here—there may be no unkind words spoken The Shekinah, Vol. I.
By S. B. Brittnn, Editor, and other writers, is devoted chiefly to an Inquiry into the righteousness may come on earth, and be established in the inmost heart,
••clothed in shining garm ents!”
by thee, linked with their memory, to rankle in thy heart—in undying re
Spiritual Nature and Bclations of Man. It treats especially of the Philosophy and exemplified in the practical life of the world, it will endeavor to pre
How perfectly they set at naught the vague theory that the Spirit of morse. W hat would you not give then, should such time come, that those
of Vital, Mental, and Spiritual Phenomena, and contains interesting Facts and serve the most amicable relations with all men, that it may aid, in some
man is a vapor of ether, floating in space, without form or vitality, awaiting passionate words had never been spoken !
profound Expositions of the Psychical Conditions and Manifestations now attract
humble maimer, to realize the great Divine Order and approaching harmony
ing attention in Europe and America. This volume contains, in part, the Editor's
its final reunion with m atter! How is it possible for this supposition to
Speak gently ! that should you be first called to the •• Holy City,” where
of the Race.
Philosophy of the Soul; the InterestingVisions of Hon. J. \V. Edmonds : Lives
stand in the light of the Bible ! How can we read of the resurrection of lloweth a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, thy memory may
It is hoped that the character of this Paper will bn such as to induce the
and Portraits of Seers and Eminent Spiritualists; Facsimihs of Mystical Writ
the Lord, who, after death, appeared as a man—endowed with the same linger in the hearts of thy loved ones, and be—
ings, in Foreign and Dead Languages, through E. P. Fowler, etc. Published by most vigorous and successful cllbrls, on the part of its friends, to give it
beautiful sympathies—the same identity of individuality—and yet doubt
Partridge and Brittan. Bound in muslin, price S i SO; elegantly hound in moroc a wide circulation. To this end, the immediate cooperation of all Spiritu
“ A refuge from distrust ;
co, lettered and gilt in a stylo suitable for a gift book, price S3 00; postage 3-1 alists, and others who may regard our objects with favor, is respectfully and
that toe shall live the self-same men, our identity perfectly apparent to our
A spring of purer life, still freshly swelling,
cents.
To clothe the barrenness of earthly dust
own consciousness, and to the consciousness of our associates ? And how
earnestly solicited.
With ilowcrs divine.”
Nature’s Divine Revelations, etc.
clear and beautiful grows this question of Spiritual intercourse, in the light
T he S piritual T elegraph will be published weekly—size and style
By A. J. Davis, the Clairvoyant. Price, S i 00; postage, 43 cents.
Y es ! let the memory of thy gentle words be a memory which will cause
of our Lord’s life upon the e arth ! That He was in a conscious association
corresponding to the present issue—at Mo. 300 Broadway, .New York, at
The Great Harmonia, Vol. I.
with beings not of this world, is ap'parcnt through his whole history, and the young brother to pause and think of the touching and gentle reproof
The Physician. By A. J. Davis. Price, $1 25; postage, COcents.
$2 00 per annum, invariably in advance.
was foreseen from the beginning, for David declared that “ He shall give you had given him long time ago, for the same offense which now tempts The Great Harmonia, Vol, II.,
Address,
P artridge & B rittan.
The Teacher. By A. J. Davis. Price, S i 00; postage, T9 cents.
His angels charge over thee.” And the disciples also perceived, in His him to pass along in “ the broad road which leadeth to destruction,” till
great earthly temptations, that “ angels ministered unto H im ;” and He the memory of the voice, now hushed forever, calls him back, and the The Great Harmonia, Vol. HI.,
THE NEW ERA The Seer. By A. J. Davis. Price, $1 00; postage, 19 cents.
promised to guileless hearts that they should “ see the heavens open, and gentle tones still lingering in his ear, lead him safely through the straight
The Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse.
Is published every Wednesday morning in Boston, in the folio form, and
the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of Man.” Thus and narrow way which leadeth to life everlasting.
By A. J. Davis. Price, SO cents; postage, 9 cents.
is printed on good paper with fair type. It will be a vehicle for the facts,
Speak gently ! not only with those whose hearts aro linked with thine The Philosophy of Special Providences.
man, as may be seen when he is in a state of full and perfect order, may
philosophy, and practical suggestions of Spirits and human correspondents,
A Vision. By A. J. Davis. Price, 15 cents; postage, 3 cents.
in thy household band, but give gentle words and kindly smiles “ to those
be conscious in that “ kingdom of heaven” that is within him.
and for such editorial matter as the changing circumstances of the times
The
Celestial
Telegraph.
But the Divine Word is not without its warning voico to those who who suffer and are sad,” for as the gentle rain of summer gives new life
Or, secrets of the Life to Come, revealed through Magnetism; wherein the Exist and the needs of the public shall seem to demand. It shall be a free paper,
heedlessly, in a state of self-will, force themselves by abnormal means into to the fading flower, causing it to rcôpcn its half-closed petals, and send
ence, the Form, and the Occupation o f the Soul after its Separation from the Body in the best sense o f the w ord: free for the utterance o f all worthy and use
forth
a
sweeter
fragrance
than
ever
before
;
so
docs
a
gentle
voice
speaking
this state of consciousness.
are proved by many year’s Experiments, by the means ol eight ecstatic Somnambu
ful thought—free as Life, and Love, and Wisdom arc free. It will spon
lists, who had Eighty perceptions of Thirty-six Deceased Persons of various Con
The woman of Endor, who was possessed of a familiar Spirit, by whom sweet words of hope, lift up the crushed and bleeding heart ; for, perchance
taneously avoid all sectarianism (except to give it criticism), and will be
ditions
;
a
Description
o
f
them,
their
Conversation,
etc.,
with
proofs
of
their
Ex
thy
gentle
voice
awakens
the
memory
of—
she was enabled to communicate through thought, or Spiritual presence,
istence in the Spiritual World. By L. A. Cahanet. Published by Partridge & the unswerving advocate of Universal Truth.
Voices tliut lmve left the earth—
with Samuel, produced no good effect upon Saul, when she acted as his
Brittan. Price, $1 00; postage, 19 cents.
This paper will be published one year without fail, as the funds have
Long
ago.
medium in bringing him into communication with Samuel. Saul, by evil
Familiar Spirits.
already been provided by the extra subscriptions of some noble friends of
of life, had been cut off from influx with God and the angels, but from his And with that memory comes to the weary heart thoughts of the sunny
And Spiritual Manifestations ; being n Series of Articles by Dr. Enoch Pond, Pro
this movement. Subscribers, therefore, may be sure of getting all the num
fessor in the Bangor Theological Seminary. With a Reply, by A. Bingham, Esq.,
own self-will he determined to refjpen this communication through means time of a young life, whose beauty has departed, and the long-sealed
bers they subscribe for. It is hoped that the friends of our cause will do
of Boston. Price 25 cents ; postage 3 cents.
external to his own existence. And no one can read the history of his fountain of tears burst through the flood-gates of coldness and distrust, re
as much in the way of extending our circulation, as others have done by
Night Side of Nature.
interview without feeling that he committed a sin. But in those narra freshing the soul even as the summer shower refresheth the drooping
Ghosts and Ghost Seers. By Catharine Crowe. Price, S i 00; postage 20 cents. their money. I therefore invite the immediate and hearty effort of all the
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